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Rubble mound seawatts, groins and breakwaters are stitt the most 
common type of shore-protection structures currently in use. Major 
reasons include: easiness to construct and repair, ftexibte with 
respect to settlement, favourable wave energy dissipation, fitness 
for any water depth and foundation, and because of their economicat 
nature if rubbte-stones are readily avaitabte. 
A complete failure of the rubble mound structure can be expected 
if the stone gradation is improper or if fitters are not provided, or 
are improperty constructed to specification. Many failures have been 
attributed to internal erosion whereby beach materials are removed by 
percolating water, such as that due to water waves and surface run-off. 
Washing-out of the backfitts, settlement of the main structure and 
overtopping of the subsequent waves witt fottow eventuatty. 
Two-dimensional model experiments have been conducted in order 
to clarify the ba~ic characteristics of sand scour under dotos-
protected rubble mound _breakwaters, and to investigate some preventive 
measures against the scouring process. The inter-relationships of 
parameters associated with the scouring process have been investi-
gated. 
Sand scour in a three-dimensional model has been discussed, and 
design procedures associated with Rubble Mound Breakwater and Dotes 
concrete armour units have atso been included. 
This thesis is atso intended to catt the attention of researchers 
to consider foundation erosion, and protection by fitter systems, in 
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L I S T 0 F SYMBOLS 
LOWER CASE: 
·' 
a wave amptitude 
c wave ce"Lerity 






depth of water at structure 
wave frequency 
acce"Leration due to gravity 
doios height (see Figure 13) 






k6 "Layer coefficient (see Equation ( 11.5)) 
m nearshore beach s"LOpe (y/x) 
n number of do"Los "Layers ( 1 or 2) 
r do "Los waist ratio (see Figure 13) 




horizontal, ve"Locity within the boundary "Layer 
(see Equation ( 18.4)) 
x horizontal, axis direction 
x 
p 
distance trave"L"Led by wave during breaking 
(see Figure 3) 
y vertical, axis direction 




H. + H 
J. r 
H. - H 
J. r 














CD drag coefficient 















reftection coefficient = H /H. r 1. 
crest width of breakwater 
particte diameter 
effective sand diameter 50 % finer 
drag force \see Equation ( 18.2)) 
force due to gravity (see Equation \ 18.3)) 
force due to tift (see Equation (18.2)) 
normal force on the rubble mound 
total hydrodynamic force (see Figure 15} 
design wave height 
breaker height 
incident wave height 
deep water wave height 
deep water wave height in recording area 
characteristic wave height (see Equation (4.2)) 
reflected wave height 
significant wave height 
average of highest 10 % of att waves 
average of highest 1 % of att waves 





deep water wavelength 
N number of armour units per unit area 
NRP pier Reynolds number \see Equation\ 17.1)) 
N sediment number \see Equation ( 17.2)) 
s 
p average porosity (see Equation\ 10.1)) 























s sand scour depth 
sand scour wavetength 
sand bar height 









significant wave period 
zero crossing wave period 
horizontal free stream velocity 
volume of do lo s 
armour unit mass 
seaward slope angle of the breakwater 




density of armour unit 
density of sediment 
density of water· 
density of fresh water 
approach beach slope angle 
angle of wave incidence 
T dimensiontess plunge distance of a breaker 
p 


























P A R T I 
RUBBLE MOUND BREAKWATERS 
2. 
C H A P T E R 1 
INTRODUCTION: 
As this thesis centres on the use of rubble mound breakwaters, 
an explanation of definitions and design procedures is necessary. 
Zwamborn \1976) [39] defines a breakwater as a structure which 
protects the entrance to a harbour against wave and sediment intrusion, 
or which encloses an artificial harbour area. Where. the structure is 
built parallel to the shore and in very shallow water, it is called 
shore protection. Both structures can be of the same cross-section 
although design conditions are different because the shore protection 
is invariably in or near the breaker zone. 
3. 
C H A P T E R 2 
BREAKWATER TYPES: 
There are two main breakwater types, viz. the verticat watt and 
the mound types, with the fottowing variations: 
verticat watt - naturat rock, gravity watt; dowetted naturat 
rock watt, concrete btock gravity watt, caisson 
gravity watt, rock-fitted sheet pite cetts, 
mound type 
rock fitted timber or steet cribs and perforated 
concrete watt. 
- naturat rock, inctuding armouring,naturat rock 
with concrete btock armouring, randomty ptaced 
concrete btocks and stone-asphatt mixtures. 
Combinations of these two types are catted composite breakwaters. 
Rubbte mound breakwaters are at present no doubt the most commonty 
used type of breakwater. The Shore Protection Manuat ( 1973) [32] 
describes a rubbte structure as being composed of severat Layers of 
random-shaped and random-ptaced stones, protected with a cover tayer 
of setected armour units of either quarry stones or speciatty shaped 
concrete units. Armour units in the cover tayer may be ptaced in an 
orderty manner to obtain good wedging or intertocking action between 
the individuat units, or they may be ptaced at random. Present tech-
notogy does not provide guidance to determine the forces required to 
disptace individuat armour units from the cover tayer. Armour units 
may be disptaced by a targe area of the cover tayer stiding down the 
stope en masse~ or individuat armour units may be Lifted and rotted 
either up or down the stope. Empiricat methods have been devetoped 
that, if used with care, witt give a satisfactory determination of 
the stabitity characteristics of these structures when under wave 
attack by storm waves. 
Rubbte mound breakwaters have distinct advantages over the other 
types, inter alia: 
- ftexibitity - damage and setttement may be easity rectified; 
- no concentrated foundation pressures - thus suitabte for 
questionabte foundation conditions; 
- easy to construct both from tand and from·sea ptatforms; 
- absorbs rather than reftects wave energy thus reducing the 
chances of resonances; 
4. 
even with wave conditions in excess of the design conditions, 
the structure witt normatty sustain onty tocat damage; totat 
fai ture setdom or never occurs. 
The breakwaters however, atso have the fottowing disadvantages: 
they require targe amounts of stone due to their targe cross-
section and a suitabte quarry must be nearby; 
the inside of the breakwater cannot be used directty as a quay 
(this is overcome by the use of a composite breakwater); 
- norma tty a rubbte mound structure is not water-tight which may 
cause probtems with coating outtet harbours. 
5. 
CHAPTER 3 
THE HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT OF RUBBLE MOUND BREAKWATERS: 
Probab1y the first breakwater bui1t as a rubble mound topped by 
a superstructure consisting of heavy b1oc~s dowe11ed together (i.e. 
a composite breakwater) was that bui1t at Piraeus in 500 B.C. [31,39]. 
The Dutch started the construction .,Of a rubp-1e mound breakwater at 
Moui11e Point, Cape Town, in 1743, and the first comp1eted rubb1e 
mound breakwaters were bui1t in France, at Cherbourg (1788 - 1826) in 
Eng1and, at P1ymouth ( 1811 - 1848) and in the U.S.A., at De1aware 
( 1828 - 1869) [39 ]. 
These o1der rubb1e mound breakwaters consisted of a core of 
mixed stone sizes, e.g. quarry, run, covered by an armour of heavy 
stones. The stabi1ity of the armour stone is dependent main1y on the 
mass and the shape of the individua1 pieces or armour rock, the s1ope 
on which they are p1aced and the wave height attacking the s1ope. 
A1though a11 the formu1ae show improved stabi1ity for f1atter 
s1opes, a s1ope of 1:3 is considered to be a practica1 1imit, other-
wise the structure is too 1arge and thus uneconomic. A1so, armour 
stone in excess of 20 tonne (1 tonne= 1000 kg) cannot be economica11y 
quarried which puts a 1imit to the use of this type of breakwater 
armouring for conditions where waves do not exceed about 7 metres. 
Thus, concrete b1ocks were introduced as breakwater armouring where 
I 
wave heights were greater than 7 m or where 1arge b1ocks of rock 
could not be obtained at an economic price. Initia11y, smooth rect-
angu1ar btocks were used, either packed in a pattern or dumped at 
random (40 tonne b1ocks were used at most South African ports). These 
b1ocks could be made at any required size as dictated by the wave 
conditions ( 100 tonne cubes were used at Humboldt Bay, Ca1ifornia). 
Since 1952, when the first specia1 shape concrete b1ock, the Tetrapod, 
was used at Sousse Harbour in Tunisia (4 tonne units with 1 per cent 
reinforcing) at 1east 30 other specia1 shaped b1ocks were deve1oped 
[32,39]; some are shown in Figure 1. Depending on the design, these 
specia1 shaped b1ocks tend to 1ink together to form a more stab1e 
cover 1ayer white the unit weight can be sma11er than for the rect-
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RUBBLE MOUND BREAKWATERS: 
To design a rubble mound breakwater, the fol.lowing data on the 
marine environment must be avail.able [32]. 
Wave heights, periods and directions. This is the most 
important data necessary to determine a stable breakwater 
cross-section. 
- Tide and storm surge 1..evel.s. These 1..evel.s determine the 
height of. the structure and al.so affect its stability. 
- Ocean and nearshore current directions and strengths as 
affected by the harbour structure. These data are 
required to determine possible scour and deposition 
patterns, al.so during construction, which may affect 
the breakwater design. 
Bottom contours and type of material. in the area con-
cerned. Water depths determine the height of the structure 
and bottom sl.ope affects the breaker heights. Water depths 
al.so partly determine whether a structure is subjected to 
breaking, non-breaking, or broken waves for a particular 
design wave condition. 
4.1 Determination of Wave Conditions: 
Breakwater design shoul.d preferably be based on wave data recorded 
in the area concerned over a sufficiently tong period (minimum 2 to 3 
years) to provide statistical.1..y meaningful. data. The recording area 
should normal.1..y be in deep water or at 1..east so far offshore that the 
data can be used for the various parts of the harbour structure. On 
the other hand, the recording area must not be too far so that it is· 
possible to convert the data, using normal. refraction theory, to the 
breakwater site. 
Al.1.. the wave data appl.icabl.e to the project site shoul.d be 
evaluated for possible use as design criteria. Visual. observations 
of storm waves may provide an indication of the wave height, period, 
direction, storm duration, and frequency of occurrence. Instrumentati.on 
8. 
for recording wave height and period at a point has been devetoped, 
while wave direction must be obtained from visual observations as 
instrumentation for this purpose is presently being developed. 
(Retief and Vonk presented a paper at the Fourteenth Coastal Engineering 
Conference at Copenhagen on a "low-cost inshore wave direction finder"). 
Where reliable, statistical deep water-wave data are available, these 
can provide the necessary shaltow-water wave data. If wave data are 
not directly available at the site, the best available procedure 
must be emp toyed, with sound engineering judgement, to transform 
available deep water and extreme offshore wave data to the structure 
site. 
Wave characteristics are normally determined for deep water, and 
then propagated shoreward to the structure. Deep water significant 
wave height H , and significant wave period T may be determined 
0 s 
if wind speed, wind duration and fetch are known~ This information, 
with water-level data, is used with refraction analyses to determine 
wave conditions at the site. 
Wave conditions at a structure site at any time depend critically 
on the water level. Consequently, a design still water level (SWL) 
or range of water levels, must be established in determining wave 
forces on a structure. Structures may be subjected to radically 
different types of wave action as the water level at the site varies. 
A given structure might be subjected to non-breaking, breaking and 
broken waves during different stages of the tidal cycle. The wave 
action a structure is subjected to may also vary along its length at 
a given time. This is true for structures oriented perpendicular to 
the shoreline such as groins and jetties. The critical section of 
these structures may be shoreward of the seaward end. of the structure 
depending on the structure crest elevation, tidal range, and bottom 
profile. 
The wave height usually obtained from statistical analysis of 
synoptic weather charts is the significant height, H • Assuming a s 
Rayleigh wave-height distribution, H may be further defined in s 




H1 or H 
3 s 
= average of highest t of a 1.,1, waves recorded, 
H10 ~ 1,27Hs = average of highest 10 per cent of al.,1, waves, \ 4. 1) 
H1 ....., 1,67H = average of highest 1 per cent of att waves. ""' s 
The probabitity of occurrence of this wave height, H , is then 
s 
based on the occurrence of storms containing this parameter. 
Atternativety, the characteristic wave height, Hm , 
0 











S\f)df is the area of the energy density 
spectrum, i.e. the total energy of the wave system, and the r.m.s. 
vatue is the most basic parameter exptaining·the wave amptitude, a. 
FREQUENCY r (Hz) 
FIGURE 2 Wave Energy Spectrum 
( 4. 2) 
An exampte of an equation fitting the graph of Figure 2 is the ex-
* pression for the Pierson-Mo;skowitz spectrum whichis of the form 
where 
S\f) = o,ooo5/f5 \ 4. 3) 
f = frequency in Hz = 1/T 
o = reference wind vetocity at 19,5 m above the sea surface 
T = Wave period (seconds) 
If the record has onty a narrow band of frequencies, the distribution 
* .. Theoretical., Spectra such as the P.M. Spectrum do not seem to be 
appticabte to South African nearshore conditions. However, from wave 
data obtained for the Koeberg Power Station project and Richards Bay, 
it was found that the JONSWAP spectrum represents the tocat conditions 
reasonabty we1,1, [39]. 
10. 
of wave heights - 2a - is in the form of a Rayleigh Distribution, where 
the probability of occurrence of a wave of amplitude, a, occurring 
is given by: 




[-. t : J 
0 
( 4. 4) 
Adopting this narrow distribution of wave heights, i.e. the Rayleigh 
1 Distribution, the ratio of the upper - th average waves to the energy 
1 n 
m2 can be obtained, 
0 
j_ 
e.g. H1 = 4,004 m2 = Rm 





Regarding wave period data, the zero crossing period, T ' z is 
the easiest to determine from a record. However, 
is more representative, where 
T ' p the peak period 
T = 1/f and f is the frequency of the peak of the p p p 
wave energy spectrum ( 4. 5) 
00 m I fn Also Trru 1 = _Q_ where m = S(f)df, m1 ' n ' ' 
0 
( 4. 6) 
which is the mean period, could also be used but again it is more 
Logical to use Tp' a1so because Tp > Tz and Tm0 , 1 , and damage is 
usually worse for the longer periods. The choice of a representative 
wave period, requires experience, and some ocean structures may have to 
be designed for their most critical excitation frequency, without 
reference to recorded wave periods. 
4.2 Selection of Design Wave: 
The choice cif a design wave he.ight depends on whether the structure 
is subjected to the attack of non-breaking, breaking, or broken waves 
and on the geometrical and porosity characteristics of the structure. 
If breaking in shallow water does not 1imit the wave height, a 
non-breaking wave condition exists and for this condition, the design 
height is selected from a statistical height distribution. 
11. 
For rubble mound structures, the design height is usually the sig-
nificant wave height, H • Waves higher than H impinging on these 
s s 
structures.seldom create serious damage fo~ short durations of extreme 
wave action. When an individual stone or armour unit is displaced by 
a high wave, smaller waves of the train may move it to a more stable 
position on the slope. 
Damage to rubble mound structures is usually progressive, and an 
extended period of destructive wave action is required before a structure 
ceases to provide protection. It is therefore necessary in selecting 
a design wave to consider both frequency of occurrence of damaging 
waves and economics of construction, protection and maintenance. In 
some tropical areas, hurricanes may provide the design criteria, where 
frequency of occurrence of the design hurricane at any site may range 
from once in 20 to once in 100 years. However, it may be uneconomical 
to build a structure that would withstand the hurricane conditions with-
out .damage, hence H may be a more reasonable design wave height. 
s 
In areas where the weather pattern is more uniform, severe storms may 
occur each year, and the use of H s 
as a design wave height under 
these conditions could result in extensive annual damage and frequent 
maintenance because of the higher frequency and duration of waves 
greater than Hs in the spectrum. Here, a higher design wave H10 , 
may be advisable. 
Selection of the design height between 
t·he f o 1, lowing facto rs: [ 32] 
H 
s 
and is based on 
(a) degree of structure damage allowable and associated 
maintenance costs, 
(b) availability of armour materials, and 
(c) comparative alternate size or type of armour unit and their 
costs. 
Selection of a design wave height also depends on whether the 
structure is subject to attack by breaking waves, and when designing 
for this condition it is desirable to determine the maximum breaker 
height to which the structure might reasonably be subjected. This 
design breaker height, Hb, depends on critical design depth at the 
12. 
toe, -d , stope on which the structure is buitt, m\ratio of vertica1. 
s 
to horizonta1 distance), incident wave steepness, and distance trave11ed 





p = \ 4. 7) 
T = \4,0 - 9,25 m), the dimensiontess ptunge distance of 
p 
the breaker. 
See Figure 3. [32] 
r}P :: Breaker .Travel 
Distance = 1µHb 
/Region where Breaking Storts 
. -- ---r-::::: ,--.......---
--- . -----
Proposed Structure (Effect of Structure on 
Breaking hos not been Considered) · 
~~.r--.-
·~~ 
FIGURE 3 Definition of Breaker Geometry 
Assuming that the design wave is one that p1unges on the structure, 





~ - mT p 
= ratio of breaking depth to breaker height 
I 
= db/Hb 
\ 4. 8) 
Tp = the dimensiontess ptunge distance xb/Hb from Equation \4.7) 
13. 
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FIGURE 5 Dimensionless Design Breaker -Height 






The value of (3, as seen from Figure 4, cannot be obtained until Hb 
is evaluated, and to aid in finding Hb, Figure 5 has been derived 
from Equations (4.7) and \4.8) using ~ values from Figure 4. [32] 
If maximum design depth at the structure and incident wave period 
is known,- design breaker height can be obtained from Figure 5. 
With the aid of Figure 6 [32], the value of Hb can be evaluated 
directly from H0, the deep water wave height in the recording area 
\or the deep water wave height equivalent to observed shallow water 
wave if unaffected by refraction and friction). 
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16. 
4.3 Limiting Wave Heights: 
According to sotitary wave theory, a wave starts to break when: 
= ( 4. 9) 
where db is water depth at breakpoint. 
Thus, the timiting wave height (or maximum) which can occur at a 
structure in a water depth d is 0,78d, provided no scour takes ptace 
which would increase the water depth and thus the timiting wave height. 
Wave reftection from the structure would seem to cause eartier 
breakage·of the incoming wave, but tests by Jackson [14] showed tittte 
inftuence of wave reftection on the timiting wave height. 
However, the sotitary theory onty appties for ftat beach profites, 
i.e. stopes < 1:150. For steeper stopes, the timiting wave height 
can be. considerabty higher and Hb for this case is evatuated by the 
methods discussed in sub-section 4.2. Again assuming no scour, the 
maximum wave height reaching the structure fottows from 






the structure is equat to or greater than the timiting vatue, i.e. 
H 2: Rb' Rb is used as the design wave height [39]. If ~ is 
significantty smatter than H, its occurrence witt be much more 
frequent and a comparison of the design associated deep-water wave 
height, ~ determined from Figure 5, with actuat deep-water wave 
statistics characteristics at the site witt give some indication of 
how often the structure could be subjected to breakers as high as the 
design breaker. Deep water height can be obtained from Figure 7 [32] 
and information obtained from refraction anatysis (see sub-section 4.4). 
Figure 7 is a modified form of Figure 6. 
4.4 Wave Transformation: 
To determine the actuat wave height at the breakwater, the wave 
transformation from the recording site to the breakwater site must be 
taken into account. 
the recording area 
obtained from: 
Denoting the wave height in deep sea H 
0 
I 
H ' 0 
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( 4. 10) 
shoaling coefficient, being the root of the group 
velocity ratio, deep water to local value. 
refraction coefficient, being the root of the width 
between wave orthogonals, deep water to local value. 
the bottom friction coefficient, which can be taken 
as unity, except where waves travet a long distance 
in ·relatively shallow water [39]. 
The deep water wave characteristics needed in Equation (4.10) 
fol low from: 
H = H'/k' k' k' o o s r f ( 4. 11) 
where k' , k' and kf' apply to the transformation from deep sea to the s r 
recording point (which is usually in fairly deep water in which case 




where T = wave period. 
( 4. 12) 
The above formulae give the wave height at the breakwater site 
provided the waves do not bre.ak prior to reaching the site. · 
19. 
C H A P T E R 5 
DESIGN OF THE STRUCTURE CROSS-SECTION: 
Because storm-wave trains contain waves higher than the signifi-
cant height, it is important that rubb1e mound breakwaters be designed 
so that they wit"L not fail, when subjected to waves with heights 
moderatety "Larger than the setected design wave height. 
A rubb"Le structure is normatty comprised of a bedding "Layer and 
a core of quarry run stone covered by one or more "Layers of "Larger 
stone and an e~terior "Layer(s) of l,arge quarry stones or concrete 
armour units. Typical, rubb"Le mound cross-sections for non-breaking 
and breaking waves are shown in Figures 8 and 9. 
A "Logic diagram for the prel,iminary design of a rubb1e mound 
structure can be seen in the CERC Shore Protection Manual [32] and it 
is considered beyond the scope of this thesis to be incl,uded here. 
The following structure geometry should also be investigated in 
the design: 
(a) crest elevation and width, 
(b) concrete cap for rubble structures, 
(c) thickness of armour "Layer and undertayers, and number of 
armour uni ts 1 
(d) bottom elevation of primary cover "Layer, 
(e) structure head and lee side cover layer, 
(f) secondary cover layer, . 
(g) underlayers, and 
(h) bedding "Layer or filter blanket "Layer. 
The above points are considered in PART II on the Dotus armour 
unit and when the rubbte mound cross-section is designed for use in 
the modet tests in the "Laboratory. 
Some authors [3, 15] advocate the S-Geometry profite for rUbbte 





Idealized Multilayer Section 
Rock Size 
Rock Size. Layer Gradation(%) 
w Primary Cover Layer 125 to 75 
. W/2 and W/15 Secondary Cover Layer 125 to 75 
W/10 and W/300 First Underlayer 130 to 70 
W/200 Second Underlayer 150 to 50 
W/4000-W/6000 Core and Bedding and Filter Layer 170to30 
Recommended Three - layer Section 
8 Rubble . Mound 
Breaking Wave 






· . f C~est Width 
Breakwater_ Crest?_ rl · 
Idealized Multi layer Section 
Rock Size 
Rock Size Layer· Gradation(%) 
w Primary Cover Layer 125 to 75 
W/10 First Underlayer 130 to 70 
W/200 Second Underlayer 150 to 50 
W/4000 Core and Bedding and Filter Layer 170 to 30 
Recommended Three - layer Section 
FIGURE 9 Rubble Mound Sect ions for Brea king 
Wave Conditions CERC (1973) 
22. 
ranges. Due to 1oca1 faitures on a· straighttined breakwater profite 
and basing anatyses on setf-adjusted 'beaches', it is deemed possibte 
to divide the rubbte mound stope for design.and construction, into 3 
zones, each with its characteristic btock properties (Figure 10). 
The 'false' beach, BC, evolves a new -breaking point at C, whicli reduces run up 
(plunging waves and out of phase damping ( 10 / T / 2) ) • 
The impervious layer, FE, prevents infl~ above point E w~ich reduces the build 
up of hydrostatic pressure in the mound. The impermeable layer, GH,prevents 
backwach- outflow ta be concentrated. at the breaking point, where the external 
forces a·re maximized. 
The steep slope, CD, makes the backwash- incipient breaker interocti·on less violent 
and further separates backwash from the retreating velocity field in. the toe of the 
breaking ·wave. 
The breakwater slope is divided into three zones, each with ih characteristic block-
properties. ThiS results in more evenly exposed structure which increases safety . 
against failute. In all cases, however, some flexible interlocking effects is very 
significant. 
FIGURE 10 Optimization of Breakwater 
Properties BRUUN (1976) 
The 'ptatform', B C, has a retativety gentte stope (e.g. 1 in 3), 
and waves ptunge at C Run-up is reduced by turbutence and energy 
absorption in the 'sti11ing basin', BC. The steep stope ·C D , 
separates the toe of the breaking waves, and therefore makes the 
interaction between these destructive forces tess viotent and reduces 
the maximum normat (Fn) and para11e1 drag \FD) forces at the towest 
tevet of wave retreat where these forces are usuatty most. criticat 
for stabitity. A tayer HG, with tow permeabi1ity, prevents outftow 
from being concentrated at the breaking point where the externat 
forces, primarity suction at the toe of the breaking wave, are 
maximized. Another tayer, FE, with tower permeabitity, prevents 
inftow above point E, reducing the build up of hydrostatic pressure 
in the mound during wave retreat. In zone BC, the drag coefficient 
23. 
(CD) of the bl,ocks paratte1 to the swpe and. the exposed area of 
armour btocks shoutd be minimized. In zone CD, the drag coefficient 
of the armour bl,ocks perpendicutar to the swpe should be minimized 
due to high normal forces and concentrated outftow. The upper stope, 
AB, may be relativety rough as it is not exposed to high velocities. 
Roughness decreases uprush and resutts in tower downrush vetoci ties·. 
24. 
CHAPTER 6 
OPTIMIZATION OF DESIGN: 
Once the basic design of a rubble mound breakwater has been estab-
lished, the design can be optimized to arrive at the most economical 
solution. The various aspects which can be looked into include: 
the choice of main armouring which should be checked on a 
comparative cost basis; 
choice of design wave and accepted damage to give minimal 
overall cost; 
- crest level and degree of overtopping; 
-.detailed crest design including splash walls. 
Although a basic design can be based on available data at the site, 
model tests are considered essential for the final design in all but 
the most·straightforward cases. Aspects which can be checked from 
model tests include [39]: 
- effect of shoaling water; 
- effect of local wave concentration due to irregular bottom 
topography; 
- effect of irregular waves, particularly for deep water 
breakwater; 
- effBct bf different wave directions; 
- damage as a function of wave height; 
- effect of storm duration; 
- effect of different crest levels; 
- inside slope design; 
- design of splash wall; 
- breakwater head design. 
Normally, tests have been limited to two-dimensional flume tests, 
but in many cases three-dimensional. effects are significant and cannot 
be neglected, e.g. Richards Bay, Gansbaai and Koeberg breakwaters [39]. 
Where indicated, three-dimensional model tests should therefore be 
carried out at a sufficiently large scale to avoid scale effects (a 
scale of 1 in 50 suffices while a scale of 1 in 100 may in some c~ses· 
give conservative results). 
25. 
P A R T I I 




The Laboratory investigations were ~onducted using mode1 Dolosse 
in preference to other armour units or natura1 rock because they have 
proved to be the most effective armour unit for the protection of 
breakwaters against wave action. As this thesis does not incorporate 
the destruction of the rubb1e mound breakwater. via the disp1acement 
of the armour units, but rather the subsidence of the armour covering 
due to underscour, the armour unit most resistant to intensified wave 
action has been uti1ized. 
27. 
CHAPTER 8 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE DOLOS:. 
After a serious breach occurred in the East London breakwater in 
1944, its 1 km seaward face was protected with 37 tonne rectangular 
\ 
concrete blocks. By 1963.it was estimated "that the outer half 
of the breakwater had lost at least 50 per cent of its seaward random 
block protection, while a few sections were almost stripped bare to 
the original mound core. It.was, therefore, evident that the existing 
37 tonne armour blocks did not provide a stable protection and, if the 
high costs of replacement were to be brought down to a reasonable 
figure, some other type of armour block would have to be used" [ 19 ]. 
Numerous armour units, which to a large extent had replaced the 
original concept of natural rock blocks \whose weight was in the 
excess of 30 tonnes), were considered. However, these special shaped 
blocks such as tetrapods, hexapods, stabits, etc. were not utilized 
due to patent ri-ghts and the high cost involved. Consequently, 
Mr. E.M. Merrifield, Harbour Engineer, East London, decided to in-
-vestigate a new type of armour unit. After testing numerous shaped 
wooden models he concluded that the Dolos anchor-shaped block best 
satisfied the requirements of a successful armour unit. These require-
' 
ments were: 
\a) a high void to solid ratio to facilitate the dissi.pation of 
" 
wave energy, 
\b) each block should be linked with others to form a knitted 
composite structure, 
\c) the block should have sufficient mechanical strength to 
facilitate rouch hari.dling when being placed., 
\d) a block shape which could be economically manufactured. 
Tests were carried out by the CSIR in Pretoria with model breakwater 
blocks placed at random in a double layer on a 1 in 1t slope. Results 
of these tests compared favourably with tests done by numerous other 
research teams, and the advantages of the Dolos ov~r the other concrete 





THE STABILITY .ANALYSIS: 
The phenomenon of waves exerting forces on breakwaters is very 
· complex. It is very difficult to determine exactly the magnitude and 
distribution of forces but there are many available theoretical, and 
empirical design methods for rubble mound breakwaters. The most 
important quantity to be determined in the design is the weight df 
the armour units in the breakwater cover layer. 
Comprehensive investigations by Hudson [12,13] at the U.S. Army 
Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) resulted in a formula 
being developed and modified from the one previously used by Iribarren, 
to determine the stability of armour units on rubble structures. The 
stability formula, based on the results of extensive small-sca~e 
model testing and some preliminary verification by large-scate model 
testing is: 
w 




s = r 
a: = 
and ~ = 
(kg) ( 9. 1) 
armour unit mass in kg, 
density of the armour unit, · 
2245 kg/m3 for concrete 
design wave height in metres * 
relative density of the armour unit = P/Pw 
1025 kg/m3 and Pw = for salt water, 
and = 1000 kg/m3 for fresh water, 
angle of the 'structure slope measured in degrees from 
the horizontal, 
stability coefficient which varies primarily with the 
shape of the armour uni ts,, roughness of the armour 
unit surface, sharpness of edges and the degree of 
interlocking obtained in placement. (See Table 9.1) 
*(See note at the end of this section on page 46 ) 
29. 
No-D~mage Criteria and Miller Overtopping 
Armor Units n* Placement Structure Trunk Structure Head 
KD § KD Slope 
- : Breaking Nonbreaking Breaking Nonbreaking codJ 
wave wave wave wave 
Quarrystone 
Smooth rounded 2 random 2.1 2.4 1.7 1.9 1.5 to 3.0 
Smooth rounded >3 random 2.8 3.2 2.1 2.3 II 
Rough angular 1 random t t 2.9 t 2.3 II 
2.9 3.2 1.5 
Rough angtilar 2 random 3.5 4.0 2.5 2.8 2.0 
2.0 2.3 3.0 
Rough angular >3 random 3.9 4.5 3.7 4.2 II 
Rough angular 2 special :j: 4.8 5.5 3.5 4.5 II 
Tetrapod 5.9 6.6 1.5 
and 2 random 7.2 8.3 5.5 6.1 2.0 
Quadripod 4.0 4.4 3.0 
8.3 9.0 1.5 
Tribar 2 ral\dom 9.0 10.4 7.8 8.5 2.0 
7.0 7.7 3.0 
Delos 2 random 22.0 11 25.011 15.0 16.5 2.0 £. 
13.5 15.0 3.0 
. Modified Cube 2 random 6.8 7.8 -- 5.0 II 
Hexapod 2 random 8.2 9.5 5.0 7.0 - II 
Tri bar 1 uniform 12.0 15.0 7.5 9.5 II 
Quarrystone {KRR} 
· Graded angular - random 2.2 2.5 
* n is the number of units comprising the thickness of the armor layer. 
t The use of single layer of quarrystone armor up.its subject to breaking waves is not recommended, 
and only under special conditions for nonbreaking waves. When it is used, the stone should be 
carefully placed. 
1:j: Special placement with long axis of stone placed p~rpendicular to structure face. 
§ Applicable to slopes ranging from 1 on 1.5 to 1 on 5. 
II Until more information is available on the variation of K0 value with slope, the use of K0 should 
be limited to slopes ranging from l on 1.5 to 1 on 3. Some armor units tested on a structure head 
indicate a K0 -slope dependence. 
11 Data only available for 1 on 2 slope. 
£ Slopes steeper than 1 on 2 not recommended at the present time. 
TABLE 9-1 Suggest~d Values for Use In 
Deter mining Armour Unit Weight 
CERC Cl.97 3 
I 
30. 
Equation (9.1) is intended for conditions when the crest of the 
structure is high enough to prevent major overtopping. 
The dimensionl,ess stabi"Lity coefficient~ in Equation (9.1) 
accounts for al,l, variables other than the structure sl,ope, wave 
height, unit mass of armour units (p ), and the rel,ative density of 
- r 
water at the site (i.e. fresh or salt water). These variabl,es 
include: 
- shape of armour units, 
- number of layers of armour uni ts, __ 
- manner of placing of armour uni ts, 
- degree of interl,ocking of armour units, 
- type of wave attacking structure (breaking or non-breaking), 
- part of structure (trunk or head), 
- angle of incidence of wave attack, 
model, scale (Reynol,ds Number), 
- distance below still-water level, that the armour units extend 
down the face sl,ope, 
- size and porosity of the underlayer material, 
core height relative to stil,l,-water 1,evel, 
- crown type (concrete cap or armour units over the crown and 
extending down the back slope), 
crown elevation above still,-water 1,evel, relative to wave height, 
and crest width. 
Resul,ts of tests conducted by Merrifiel,d et ai [19] on the 
stability of various concrete armour units under wave attack (shown 
in Figure 11), compared favourabl,y with the resul,ts of Hudson [13], 
and it can be seen from this figure and Table 9.2 (extracted from 
Figure 11), that the Dol,os is more stabl,e than any other type of 
block. (This also becomes evident by the comparison of values in 














FIGURE 11 Stability factors vs total damage 
MERRIFIELD ( 1 966) 
TABLE 9.2: CSIR'S STABILITY FACTORS (KD) FOR THE 0~0-DAMAGE CASE 
Armour Unit Method of Placing ~ 
Damage Total damage 
Rectangular blocks random, double layer 2,5 2,3 
Tetrahedrons II " " 1'5 1, 2 
Tetra pods " " " 6,5 2,5 
Dolosse " " II 40 24 
Dolosse uniform, single layer 25 20 -
. The values of ~ in Table 9. 2 were obtained for the 0 per cent 
damage case where the value of H was taken to be the wave height at 
which damage started. The term 'damage' was accessed in terms of the 
movement of a block over a distance greater than 50 mm. For those 
blocks which rocked to and fro so that structural damage would probably 
have occurred due to the loss of the block to wave absorption, a term 
'total damage' was used. This was a conservative assumption •.•• "as 
practical experience has shown that the conical design of the Doles· 
limbs enables it to rock with the first storm and move into a far 
firmer inte.rlocking posi tion11 :· [20 ]. 
Since the required armour block weight is inversely proportional 
to the stability coefficient, ·the high values of ~ for Dolosse 
imply smaller individual units and therefore, less concrete volume, 
when designing for a particular wave height. For example, a wave 
height of 7,5 m yields the following approximate block sizes and 
concret·e volumes for equal stability: 
Type of Block Rectangular Tetrahedron Tetrapod Doles 
-
B.lock Mass 46 39 34 11 
(tonne) 
Concrete Vol 2, 7 2,5 2,4 1, 7 
(m3 /m2) 
33. 
Other recent tests have been undertaken on Del.as stability [37] 
and the initial CSIR results have been substantially confirmed so 
that the Dotes is now widely considered as· the most stable break-
water concrete armour unit available. 
34. 
C H A P T E R 1 0 
POROSITY, SHAPE FACTOR .AND RELATIVE WAVE RUN-UP: 
Breakwater design requires, in addition to quantative data to 
insure stability of armour units and prevent excessive overtopping, 
accurate information concerning the porosity of the cover layer as 
a function of shape, mass and density of the individual armour units. 
The Porosity (P) is defined as the percentage voids of the 
total volume of the cover layer. The porosity of a given number of 
layers of armour units of mass W, and density Pr' can be de-
termined· from [12]: 
N • W 
P = ( 1 - A r 2) 100 . pr . ( 10. 1) 
where p = average porosity in per cent, of the cover layer, 
N = experimentally determined number of armour uni ts for r 
a given surface area A, 
and z = cover layer thickness (see Equation ( 11.3)). 
A high porosity of the armour layer is beneficial since wave 
run-up as well as the total concrete volume required in the cover 
layer are reduced. 
Porosity values for cover layers of different type armo-qr 
blocks were obtained in the tests conducted by Merrifield 
and these are shown in Tab le 10. 1. · 
TABLE 10.1: POROSITIES OF COVER LAYERS IN PER CENT 
Type of block Hudson Paape et al CSIR Accepted 
Cubes 47 47 -
Rectangular blocks - - 50 50 
Tetra pods 50 53 55 53 
Tetrahedrons - - 60 60 
Dolosse (random) - - 60 60 
Dolosse (packed, single layer) - - 41 41 
35. 
The porosity of randomly dumped dolosse is high and consequently, 
this results in a significant reduction in wave run-up. 
The required number of blocks for a given block weight is pro-
portional to the Shape Factor, C, of the armour unit, and thus a low value 
of C is desirable. A comparison of Shape Factors for various units 
is shown in Table 10.2 [19], C being determined from Equation ( 11.2). 
TABLE 10.2: SHAPE FACTORS (C) OF ARMOUR UNITS 
.Type of block Hudson Paape et al CSIR Accepted 
Cubes 1 ' 1 - -
Rectangu l..ar bl.eeks - - 1,0 1,0 
Tetrapods 1 ,o 1 ,o 1,0 1 ,o 
Tetrahedrons - - 1, 2 1'2 
Dol.osse (random) - - 1 '3 1'3 
Dolosse (packed) - - 1 '2 1 ,2 
The high val.ues refl.ected for Dolosse in the above tabl.e mean that 
for a given block size the cover layer is relativel.y thick (see Equation 
(11.3), which could be an expl.anation for the high stabil.ity of. the 
Do los. 
The Wave Run-up, that is the vertical. height above still water 
1..evel. that the rush of water reaches, determines the top elevation to 
which the structure must be built to prevent overtopping. The actual 
run-up depends on the characteristics of the structure, i.e. the shape 
and roughness of the armour units, the water depth, and the incident 













H' cot a:, roughness of facing) 
= the wave period, 
= water depth at the structure 
= relative run-up (see Figure 12). 
·( 10.2) 
As can be expected from the high porosity val.ues, the Doles, 
dumped at random, showed smal.ler run-up figures than al,l the other 
blocks considered in the tests by Merrifield e~ al. These maximum 
rel.ative wave run-up val.ues are shown in Tab~e 10.3. 
36. 
TABLE 10. 3: MAXIMUM RELATIVE WAVE RUN-UP 
Type of Rectangu"Lar Tetra pods Tei<rahedronEf 
_Do l,,osse Doiosse 
bl.ock ·- bl.ock ( ran:dom) (packed) 
R/H 1,00 0,90 0,98 0,83 0,90 
The positions of R and H are exp"Lained bel.ow in Figilre 12 for a 







H - Design Wave: Height 
R - Wave Run-up 
FIGURE 12 Relative Wave Run-up 
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CHAPTER 11 
DESIGN CRITERIA FOR DOLOS ARMOURING: [ 19; 21, 38] 
The required mass, w, of an individual armour unit is defined 
the Hudson formula ( Equation (9.1)), the value of ~ being obtained 
from Table 9.1, for the local wave conditions. 
Pr 
H3 
i.e. w = (kg) 
RU(Sr - 1)3 cot o: 
Having obtained w from the above equation, the height of_ the 
Dolos may be reduced from: 
(11.1) 
where- h = Dolos height (see Figure 13) (m) 
v = W/pr' the Volume of the Dolos (m 3) 
and K = 0' 15 for waist ratio r = o, 30 
= 0'16 for waist ratio r = 0 ,32 
= 0' 17 for waist ratio r = 0,34 
and, r = waist to height ratio as defined in Figure 13 and 
Equation ( 11.8). 
i.e. width of the waist. of the Dolos will be given by 0,30h, 0,32h 
_and 0,34h for the cases considered. 
by 
Harsbkumar [9] states that for r = 0,32, K = 0,1549 as compared 
to 0,16 and this difference results in large savings in concrete volume 
for projects involving large sized dolosse (20 ~ 40 tonne) in great 
\ 
numbers. This, however, is of mere academic importance as regards this 
thesis. 
The number of armour units, N, required to cover a unit area 










A' • 0.20 h h • Overall dimr.n•ion 
B • 0.32h D = 0.057 h 
The Dolos 
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Z = nC(V)3 
= number of Do 1os "Layers (singl.e 
= shape factor, 
= percentage porosity, 
= armour bl.ock vol.ume (m3) 
( 11.3) 
or doub1e), 
Recent experiments [38] give .val.ues for C between 1,3 and 0,9 and 
• P between 50 and 60 per cent, so that Equations (11.2) and (11.3) 
may be reduced. 
Overtopping of a rubbl.e structure usual.Ly can be tol.erated if-it 
does not cause damaging waves behind the structure. Whether overtopping 
occurs depends on the height of the crest of the structure rel.ative to 
the height of wave run-up, R. 
The height of the protective Do1os armour "Layer above sti11 water 
1eve1 depends on this wave run-up, and is given by: 
R = 0,83 H (see Tabl.e 10.3) (11.4) 
The width of the crest of ·the breakwater depends great1y on the 
degree of overtopping. Where there wi11 be no overtopping, crest width 
is not critica1. As a genera1 guide, crest width may be obtained -from 
\\ ...-.-..J 





w' 1 = n k6 (-)3 
. - Pr 
(11.5) 
C = crest width (m), 
w 
n = number of armour units in width across the crest (3 is 
minimum), 
= Layer coefficient (eqU:a1s 1 for random p1aced Do1osse), 
= mass of the armour.unit in the primary cover layer (kg) 
= density of the armour unit (kg/m3). 
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Practicatty, the crest width must be wide enough to accommodate 
construction and maintenance equipment from the structure. 
There is atso a Limit to the size of the core materiat of the 
Dotes armoured rubbte mound breakwater, and to insure that this 
materiat does not wash out,between the dotosse, an undertayer of 
Large stone must be provided. The recommended stone weight is: 
w = }'[ 
u 5 
and the thickness of this undertayer fottows from: 
where, 
1 
Z = n C (V )3 u u u u 
n = 2(doubte Layer), 
u 
(11.6) 
(11. 7) . 
and 
C = 1,15(quarry stone), 
u 
V = W /2640 \m3), where 2,64 is the retative density of u u 
quarry stone. 
The strength of an individuat Dotos unit has been reduced by the 
investigation of various waist ratios. The waist ratio, r, is de-
fined as: 
r = o, 34 6 J w I 20 ( 11.8) 
> 0,30, where W is in tonnes. 
Extensive studies of the stress distribution in Dotosse for 
different Loading conditions using photo~e1astic stress anatysis, and 
much practicat experience in the use of this unit, has Led to the con-
ctusion that unreinforced Dotosse with waist ratios in the range 0,3 
to 0,5 are sufficientty strong to withstand att the forces they are 
subjected to during handting, ptacing and in service. 
In some cases [5], unreinforced Dotosse were considered inefficient 
as in Humbotdt Bay Harbour, San Francisco where 42 tonne (42000 kg) 
and 43 tonne (43000 kg) Dotosse have had to withstand an assautt by 
winter waves, 12 min height. Here, a conctusion was reached that ••• 
"reinforcing is essentiat in maintaining the integrity of the 
' 
. 41. 
Dol,osse during the dynamic toading created by targe waves during a 
storm and that reinforced Dotosse witt assure the necessary stabitity 
for the interl,ocking structure at HumboW t ;Bay~~' 
In practice, Equations \9.1) to ( 11.7) yietd a "first estimate" 
of the main dimensions of Dotos armouring. Criteria graphs were 
presented by Merrifietd [20] for generat use in setecting the size 
of the Do1,os to be used, and for the preparation of estimate 
quantities. 
However, the· fina t design depends on_ 1,oqaJ, c_gp.d;itions, and more 
detaited cakutations, suptemented. by hydrautic modet tests, are 
necessary to arrive at the optimum design. 
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CHAPTER 12 
THE ECONOMICS OF THE DOLOS: 
When using Dotes armouring, a saving in concrete votume in the 
cover tayer and manufacturing costs of 40 per cent [19], i~ obtained. 
Atso, because of the smatter size of the Dotes, in inaccessibte areas 
which have no heavy handting equipment (e.g. Tristan da Cunha [38]), 
the advantage of the smatter btocks woutd outweigh the extra handling 
due to more btocks. 
Indirectty, because wave run-up is reduced on Dotes breakwaters, 
a further saving is effected because the whote breakwater structure 
coutd be made tower. 
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CHAPTER 1 3 
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF DOLOSSE:-· 
Since the first use of Dotosse on the East London breakwater in 
1964/65, Dotosse _have been used extensivety tocatty and internationatty. 
Some of the more important apptications are briefty detaited: 
Port EUzabeth Shore Protection: 
Dotes size w = 2,7 tonne 
Undertayer w = 1/4 to 2 tonne u 
Do tos Numbers N = 28000 . 
Cape Town Harbour Extensions: 
Design wave heights H1 = 2' 1 m H2 = 4,3 m 
Dotes sizes w1 = 2,7 tonne w2 = 5,4 tonne 
(r = . 0 '32) 
Undertayer w = t to 2 tonne u 
Dotes Numbers N1 = 8820 N2 = 12030 
· Gansbaai Fishing Harbour: 
Design wave height H = 6, 1 m 
Dotes sizes w1 = 4,5 tonne; w2 = 14,4 tonne 
w3 = 17' 1 tonne 
Waist ratio r = 0,29 
Do tos Numbers N = 2370; N2 = 860; N3 = 930. 1 
Richards Ba;y: Harbour: 
Design wave heights H1 = 5 m H2 = 7,5 m 
Dotes sizes (trunk; head) w1 = , 5 tonne; w2 = 15 tonne 
w3 = 20 tonne; w4 = 30 tonne 
Waist ratios r1 = 0 ,33; r2. = 0 ,33; r3 = 0,33; 
r4 = 0 ,37 
Do tos Numbers N1 = 2800; N2 = 1200; N3 = 10500; 
N4 = 18QO. 
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Humboldt Bay BreakWater (San Francisco): 
H = 12,2 m (breaking) Design wave height 
Do los ·size 
Doles Numbers 




Bulk Port at Sines (Portugal): 
Design wave height 
Doles size 
H = 11 to 12 m 
W = 40 tonne (r = 0 ,85) 
Figure 14 shows a typical Delos armoured rubble m~und breakwater. 
T 
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C. H A P T E R 1 4 
: 
CONCLUSION: 
Do l,osse were used in the research of this thesis as they are recog-
nized worldwide as the most effective and economical, concrete armour 
unit availabte, and because " the performance of Dol,osse, both 
in nature and model, studies, was found to be excellent in comparison 
with other specialty designed breakwater armour btocks" [19]. 
* 
[A study of the Literature on the subject reveats doubt as to 
the use of the correct H, the Design Wave Height, in the 
stabitity Equation (9.1). Merrifietd [19,20,21], 
Zwamborn [19,37,38] and Beute [37] make use of the significant 
wave height, H1 , i.e. the average height of the highest 
3 
third of the high waves. Hudson [12] considers H to be 
the wave height which woutd result in no damage - no damage 
is defined by Hudson as a laboratory criterion when waves 
attack rubbte' mound breakwaters; a breakwater or jetty 
subject to waves of certain height for 0,5 hrs. with tess 
than 1 per cent removal, of armour units from the cover 
tayer. Morais [22] however, states that the significant 
wave height shoutd not be used, but offers no atternative as 
such "The main conctusion is that the significant 
wave height shoutd not be used as an equivalent parameter 
for regutar and irregular waves. Resutts are not enough to 
allow the definition of another parameter, which however 
shoutd be an exceedance quantite greater than H1 , but not 
3 
tower than H1; 100 • "] 
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C H A P T E R 1 5 
MODEL DOLOS SPECIFICATIONS: 
The Dolos models used in the laboratory investigations conformed 
very closely in detail to the dimensions as given in Figure 13. 
' 
They were mass produced from highly accurate moutds manufactured 
by skilled craftsmen of the C. S. I.R. at Stellenbosch,- using the 
following procedure: 
- The first stage is a master, hand carved from wood 2,6 % bigger 
than the final product to allow for shrinkage when the templet 
and the moutds are cast. 
The templet, then made in two halves using the master, con-
sists of a mixture of 30 % Crystie Resin and 70 % Barytas 
\the S.G. Additive). 
- Moulds are then cast from Silicon Rubber, encased in eithe.r 
wood or steel. These are filled by pouring the resin mixture 
in openings in the top of the trunk and th~ horizontal flukes. 
- The models are of the same basic mixture as the templet, but 
include 2 % by volume accelerator, 2 % by volume catalyst and 
100 grams of pigment paste for the colouring. A setting time 
of 1 hour is normal. They have the following dimensions: 
Mass 235 grams 
Volume 97,5 cm3 \an average value obtained by 
Density of Model 
dolos 
h 






THE UNDERSCOUR OF RUBBLE MOUND BREAKWATERS BY WAVE ACTION 
49. 
C H A P T E R 1 6 
INTRODUCTION: 
The study on the phenomenon of scouring in the vicinity of the 
toe of rubble mound coastal structures is necessary because it has a 
close relation with the subsidence of the cover layer units due to 
wave action. A review of the literature on scouring showed few re-
ports of this phenomenon and this could be due to the complexity of 
the study and the difficulty of field observations under storm con-
ditions. 
The laboratory investigations undertaken in this thesis, con-
clusively proved, via the use of fluorescent tracing sand particles, 
·that scouring action definitely occurred in the vicinity of the toe 
of rubble mound breakwaters under the attack of non-breaking waves. 
The effect of scour is to reduce the lateral capacity of the 
underwater foundation and the excessive settlements which may occur 
reduce the effectiveness of the breakwater in some of the following 
ways: 
- overtopping is likely to be increased, 
- armour units may be damaged in the subsidence process, re-
ducing their effectiveness, 
- movements of deck traffic \if any) may be adversely affected, 
and - the appearance of the structure suffers. 
The scour of bed particles adjacent to an obstacle begins when 
the velocities and accelerations of the water particles cause hydro-
dynamic forces sufficient to overcome gravity, and cause the bed 
particles to move. When the bed particles begin to tip from their 
angle of repose, this is defined as incipient motion and is the point 
where any study of scour must begin. 
Incipient motion and scour have been studied extensively with 
regard to steady open channel ftow, but it has only been in the last 
two decades that research has been carried out in oscillatory motion. 
• 
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Because of the difficutty .in formulating mathematical equations 
that represent accurately the phenomena of< incipient motion, scour 
and ultimate scour depth, no formulation of mathematical equations 
has been attempted in this study. However, the interrelationships 
and interdependency of the parameters have been experimentally in-
. vestigated in a two-dimensional wave flume under unidirectional flow 
regimes of monochromatic waves of various steepness and relative depth 





The majority of research done on scour in oscittatory motion has 
been concerned primarity with scour of beaches and tittorai sediment 
transport, but these studies have been few. However, their exists a 
weatth of knowtedge on scour in open channei. ftows. Since the forces 
causing scour are somewhat simitar for oscittatory ftow as for open 
channei (steady state) ftow, the knowtedge gained from experiments 
in open channei ftow can be apptied with reservations to oscitlatory 
motion. Wetis et al [34] summarizes aii of these previous studies 
fairty weii. 
Herbich et al [ 11] studied scour in front of sea waits at various 
angtes and their findings showed that the uitimate depth of scour was 
a function of wave characteristics as weii as the number of waves 
passing a given point where scour occurred, and scour approached 
its maximum vatue asympoticatty after initiatty increasing very 
rapidty. 
Roper et al [26 J showed that for steady state conditions in open 
channei ftow, the depth of scour was a function of the pier Reynol,ds 





where u = horizon ta i free stream veiocity, 
~ = pite diameter 
and y = kinematic viscosity of the ftuid. 
It was shown that scour is inftuenced by the type of vortex 
system caused by the pier. The horseshoe vortex system was the 
mechanism of scour at the teading edge of btunt-nosed piers. It is 
possibte that a simitar effect coutd occur when waves pass the verticai 
· cotumns of dotosse at the breakwater toe, but, for oscittatory motion 
conditions (non-steady state) this horseshoe vortex system may not 
have time to hotd up to an intensity that it is shed and, therefore, 
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the vortex system formed by oscillatory wave motion may not influence 
the scour. 
Roper et al a Lso cone Luded that the bed _partic Le size has a definite 
influence on Local scour. They showed that when the bed particle size 
is greater than 0,52 miLLimet~es, the particle size influences scour 
depth and when the particle size is Less than 0,52 millimetres, scour 
depth is independent of particle size. 
Carstens [4] made extensive studies of the scour associated with 
different obstacles. He showed that the rate of scour caused by an 
object in the flow path was a function of the sediment number N ' s 
sediment grain geometry, and the ratio of the scour depth to the 












= J (Si - 1) gD 
free stream velocity, 
relative density of sediment, 
acceleration of gravity, 
mean sediment particle diameter. 
(17.2) 
His studies were primarily conducted in steady flow and he pre-
sented equations.for the ultimate scour depth associated with a vertical 
cylinder and for the relative scour depth as a function of the sediment 
number. However, he based these equations on the assumption that the 
scour hole wi LL have a special shape,. that of. an inverted frustum of 
a right circular cone having a base diameter equal to the pile diameter 
and a side slope equal to the angle of repose of the sediment. 
Wells et al [34] utilized the knowledge obtained by Roper 
and Carstens and extended them to scour associated with non-steady 
oscitlatory motion and found that the resulting scour was strongly 
influenced by the piie and the wave characteristics. Some of his 
conclusions included: 
(a) .There was a critical velocity associated with incipient 
motion and this velocity in oscillatory flow appeared to 
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be tower than that for steady state ftow. 
(b) '~·In most cases considered, 3000' waves (at periods ranging from . 
2 to 4 seconds) were sufficient to reach the uttimate scour 
depth, 6000 being the maximum number. This again indicates 
that scouring is initiatty intensive and then reaches a 
maximum depth asymptoticatty. . .. 1 
(c) There was an indication that scour wou:M not have occurred 
had the obstactes in the ftow path not been in ptace. 
In previous investigations into the phenomenon of scour at the foot 
of rubbte breakwaters, some parameters affecting the scour phenomenon were 
estabiished and these wi U, now be discussed. 
The damage caused by scour to rubbte mound breakwaters founded on 
sand can be considered to be of the fottowing nature: 
(a) The structura i damage caused to the core, · fi it er b tanket and 
armour cover in direct contact with the sandy base. 
(b) The subsidence (caused by 't_he action of scour) of the armour 
tayer, exposing the core at SWL or at the bottom of the down-
rush zone where the damaging forces are at a maximum (see 
CHAPTER 5). 
Parameters which affect the scouring depth in various degrees were 
found to be: 
(i) the void ratio of the permeabte face, 
(ii) the reftection coefficient, 
(iii) the water depth at the toe of the breakwater, 
(iv) the sand grain size, 
( v) the characteristics of the incoming wave, and 
(vi) the stope of the seaward face. 
Sawaragi [28] found that the subsidence of the armour cover was more 
dependent on the scouring depth when the face stope was greater than 30° 
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and postutated from his resutts that a seaward stope face of 20° may be 
considered as stabte against subsidence. In the taboratory investigations 
conducted for this thesis, seaward slopes-of, cot: a: = -1-,5-- and 2,0: were. 
used, and it witt be tater shown that the steeper angted stope resutted 
in greater damage. The ftatter the stope the more uneconomical the 
breakwater becomes because of its size and stop~s of the order of 1:3 
are considered to be a practical limit (see CHAPTER 3). 
The value of the void ratio as a parameter in determining the 
amount and the rate of scour to be anticipated ties in its inf'Luence 
on the reftection coefficient and the retative permeabitity of the 
structure as a whole. With an increase in the void ratio (i.e. the 
greater the porosity of the structure) the coefficient of reftection 
witt increase, if this coefficient is defined as the ratio between the 
incident and reflected wave heights. Sarawagi 
be most pronounced when the void ratio was tess 
ineffectuat when the ratio was in the region of 
found this- resu it to 
than 20 %, ·but 
30 %. 
It is obvious from the complex nature of the water ftow through 
a rubbte mound breakwater that the devetopment of a simpte reflection 
coefficient is extremety difficutt and as yet has not been devetoped. 
The apptication of a reftection coefficient developed for a non-
permeabte structure, viz~ the ratio of the incident wave height to 
the reftected wave height, is unreatistic. However, assuming such a 
coefficient does exist, Sawaragi found that the scouring depth became ' 
larger proportionately to the increment of the _coefficient, when the 
coefficient was greater than 25 %, the scouring depth became re-
markabty smatt and in some cases accretion occurred. 
Herbich et aZ [11] used the envetope of wave motion to arrive at 
a value for the reflection coefficient when postutating a theoretical 
equation for wave scour. This method was used in comparing parameters 
obtained in the laboratory investigations (see CHAPTER 18;· sub-section 
18.3 and CHAPTER 25). 
From measurements undertaken by various researchers it has become 
apparent that the reftection coefficient is independent on the position, 
within the rubbte mound, of a theoreticat reftecting surface. 
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Sato et aZ [27] based a 1.ot of importance on this ref1ecting surface as 
regards its effect on scour and stated that damage ~y scour to a rubb1e 
mound breakwater was more intensive when· this hypothetical, ref1ecting 
surface approached to the toe of the mound. 
Sato et aZ a1so conc1uded that a decrease in the water depth at the 
toe of the breakwater resu1ted in an increase in the maximum scouring 
depth. Godfrey [8], however, using waves of simi1ar period to Sato 
et aZ, contradicted this water depth effect and conc1.uded that accretion 
in fact occurred when the depth of water at the toe was decreased. 
Wave characteristics are shown to be the most critical, parameters 
associated with the scouring phenomena. Godfrey conc1uded that 
scouring was very much more intense with short period waves and 
Sato et aZ reinforced this by stating that the re1ative maximum 
scouring depth decreased with the increase in wave steepness. 
Fina11y, the· phenomenon which affects the scouring action more 
than the parameters previous1y mentioned, is the presence of a Long-
shore current para11e1 to the breakwater a1ong its outer edge. This 
cou1d be a wave generated Longshore current or the effect of the pre-
sence of a fast flowing river c1.ose to the breakwater. At Ashod, 
Israel. [16], the effects of this type of current was a scour trench 
4,5 m deep and 50 m wide formed a1ongside the breakwater. 
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CHAPTER 18 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF SCOUR: 
The most important forces causing bed particle motion are hydro-
dynamic, and are a combination of the tift and drag forces. These 
hydrodynamic forces are opposed by the force of gravity and inftuenced 
by bed particte geometry. 
The drag force is the combination of the form:drag due to pressure 
differentiat and the viscous drag due to skin friction. The steady 





FD = 2D Pw E U2 (18.1) 
Pw water density, 
E = projected area of object norm.at to the ftow direction, 
CD = drag coefficient. 
The coefficient of drag is a function of the Reynol.ds number and 
bed particte geometry and is atso inftuenced by adjacent partictes 
causing anomaties in the ftow patterns. 
The re tationship for the force due to Hft is simi tar to that for 
form drag and is given by: 
c 
FL = 2 L P w E' u2 ( 18.2) 
where, CL = coefficient tift, 
and E' projected area perpendicutar to ftow direction. 
This tift force is the resuttant due to the pressure differentiat above 
and betow the body. 
In Equations (18.1) and (18.2), U, the vetocity, is considered 
to be the maximum water particte vetocity associated with the wave crest 
for shattow water waves. 
I 
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The hydrodynamic forces of lift and drag are opposed by the weight 
of the particle, friction and the intergranular reactions. The latter 
two are difficult to evaluate, but the gravity force can be represented 
by the equation: 
(18.3) 
where Ps = density of sand,· 
Pw = density of water, 
and D = mean sediment particle diameter. 
18.1 The Mechanics of Motion: 
Because sand grains are of varying sizes and angularity, the 
problem of motion can be simplified by considering sand grains to be 
spheres of uniform size. From Figure 15, it can be seen that the 
total hydrodynamic force FT is the combination of the lift and drag 
force. For motion to occur, the sum of the moments about point R 
must be zero or 
F * d = F ~~ d sin ¢ r g 
and where this condition exists, incipient motion can occur. 
u u 
d SIN 
FIGURE 15 Mechanics of Motion 
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Because of .the difficu Hies in eva 1..ua ti on of lift and drag co-. 
efficients and intergranular reactions, mathematical analyses of scour 
phenomena are few, but Palmer [25] provides a good description of the 
dynamics of scour about an obstruction in the flow path. 
18.2 Scour Dynamics: 
A schematic view of the general hydrodynamic situation in the 
vicinity of an obstruction (Figure 16) reveal.a the pattern of secondary 
flows, or turbulence, which accounts for the removal of granular 
material.s through the process of scour. 
ONCOMING FLOW 
WAKE FLUME 
FIGURE 16 Scour Dynamics 
PALMER (1969) 
The oncoming flow under one surge pulse is represented by the envel.ope 
of flow Lines at the Left. The scour pit is shown as a clearly defined 
depression around the cylindrical obstruction. The main scouring force 
is the primary vortex which devel.ops in front of the cylinder. Erosion 
associated with this primary vortex creates a flat fl.oar within the 
scour pit adjacent to the wal.1..s of the obstruction. Secondary 
turbul.ence associated with the separation vortex forms a weak counter-
vortex near the rim of the leading edge of the scour pit. Fluid at 
the sides of the obstruction accelerates to pass round it, and this 
fl.ow helps to maintain the transport of grains thrown into suspens~on 
by the primary vortex. Investigations reveal that the velocity in 
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this region is twice.that of the ambient field surge velocity over the 
sea floor. 
The pressure gradient at the rear of the obstruction is the reverse 
of that developed at the upstream edge. Here, the pressure gradient 
decreases with increasing height above the bed and this imbalance tends 
to Li~t grains out of the scour pit in a turbulent wake flume. Scour 
equilibrium is achieved for given oceanographic parameters when the 
volume of material, removed by the vortex turbulence is matched by the 
volume of material, introduced into the pit through bed and suspended 
Loads. 
18.3 A Theoretical Equation for Wave Scour: 
Using shallow water wave theory and boundary Layer equations 
Herbich et aZ [11]provided a mathematical model for the.ultimate 
scour depth in front of a sea wall. The theoretical, equation de-
veloped was as follows: 
= 
where d = still, water depth, 
( 18. 4) 
A = sum of the incident lH.) and reflected lH ) wave heights, 
1. r 
c = coefficient of reflection, r 
u = horizontal, velocity within the boundary Layer, 
* 
CD = drag coefficient, 
a: = ·seawa 1,1, slope angl..e, 
Ps = density of sand, 
and Pw = density of water. 
Incident and superimposed waves lresul..ting from reflection) form . 
an envelope·of wave motion and Herbich et aZ noted that the crests and 
the troughs resul..ting from the scour formations corresponded to the 
Loops and nodes of the envelopes. The mechanics of the scouring 
process is explained as fol..Lows~ Initial..l..y, with the approach slope 
smooth, the horizontal.. vel..ocity component under the node is affected 
more than that under the Loop resul..ting in primary scour under the 
nodes of the envel..ope. After a period of time, the crests of the 
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sand formation move under the nodes of the envelope and this retative 
position remains (See Figure 17). 





FIGURE 1 7 Geometry of Sand Scour 
The local velocity parallel to the bottom, u* , is the main factor 
determining the depth of scour. Therefore, via the continuity theory, 
this local vetocity decreases when the scour depth increases until a 
point when the ultimate scour is reached. Herbich et al defined u* 
as being analogous to U in Equations ( 18.1) and ( 18.2). 
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C H A P T E R 19 
NATURE OF SCOURING: - ..... ,, ... -----· ... ________, ___ ·---
The variation of the scouring depth with l..apse of time differs 
with wave characteristics, water depth and position rel..ative to the 
breakwater. Sato et aZ [27], in his research on scouring at the foot 
of coastal, structures ctassified this variation into four types: 
Type 1: Intense scouring occurs for a short initial, period, 
ceases, and a,ccretion then occurs .. 
Type 2: A simi1ar initial, scouring for an increased period 
after which an equitibrium position is reached and 
maintained. 
Type 3: Additional, s1ow scouring occurs after the initial,, 
rapid scour period. 
Type 4: No initial, rapid scouring period, but s1ow scour 
continues from the beginning. 
As cou1d be expected, th.e variation from one type of scour to 
another is stight and it is possib1,e to achieve more than one type 
a:t any one stage because the bars and trenches formed during the 
.scouring process do affect the wave characteristics. Godfrey [8], 
however, did identify these four types of scouring in his thesis on 
rubbte mound breakwaters founded on sand and so reinforced the 
definitions stated by Sato et aZ. 
This thesis is primari1,y concerned with the ·underscour of a 
rubb1e mound breakwater found·ed on sand and· Godfrey, using the same 
apparatus and a simitar model, unti1ized forthis study, discovered 
that most intense scouring occurred at a period setting of 1,85 seconds 
for the wave paddte, regard1,ess of water depth. Waves of tonger period 
resutted in accretion and shorter period waves dissipated too much 
energy through breaking to provide any useful, resutts. Therefore, in 
the proceeding 1,aboratory investigations, the period parameter wi11 
f 
\ be considered a constant at 1,85 seconds, which is a setting of 8 on 
the wave padd1,e uti1ized. ••• 
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CHAPTER 20 
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND EQUIPMENT: 
The apparatus used in the taboratory investigation is shown in 
Figure 18. The UCT 2-dimensionat wave ftume is 18,4 m tong, 0,6 m 
wide and 0,55 m deep with perspex panets 0,76 m tong encased .in 
steet frames. The ftume was considered sufficientty tong to study 
a breakwater modet 1,5 m tong, with an absorber behind it, ptaced 
approximatety 13 m from the wave paQ.cil-e. 
The generator consisted of a series of tevers teading from an 
eiectric motor and the period of the generated regutar waves could be 
adjusted mechanicatty. Wave heights couid be varied by adjusting the 
eccentricity of the paddte arm on the ftywheet. The generator was a 
simple design, not very practicat (e.g. it required severat triats 
for the generation of a wave train of suitabte wave height distri-
bution), but it was capabte of generating waves of a desired charac-
ter. It could not generate a wave train exactty as it exists in 
nature, but a wave train with the same statisticat nature could be 
generated after a few triats. The system worked on the principte 
that the regutar pattern of waves generated by a regutar wave 
generator couid be changed and made irregutar (if so desired) by the 
rotation of a tever, attached to the paddte arm, about a stotted 
wheet. The position of this tever on the stotted wheet could be 
fixed at any time and in any position. When fixed, the waves were 
of constant wave height and period, i.e. regutar waves. 
The periodicity of the wave paddte versus wave generator settings 
is shown in Figure 19. Most of the taboratory investigations were 
done at a setting of 8 which corresponded to a wave period of 1,85 
seconds, however, a wave height determination was performed for 
various periods and water depths and this witt be discussed tater. 
Throughout the investigations on scour, a wire-mesh fitter (about 
1,5 m tong, 0,6 m wide and extending the futt height of the ftume) 
was ptaced about 0,6 min front of the generator in an attempt to 
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reduce the refl...ected waves hitting' the paddl...e and thus causing re-
refl...ected waves. Unfortu:q.atel...y i.t was very difficul...t (if not impossibl...e) 
to el...iminate the refl...ected ~aves compl...etel...y. ?. 
~~ k"- ~~~ ( I 
The scour depth measurements werj made using a depth probe, 
resting on the top of the fl...ume wal...1..s, and thus measurements coul...d be 
made al...ong the entire width of the model. The distances of the scour 
--:- ! ... 
troughs and the bar crests from the toe of the breakwater were made 
using simple tape measures. 
For the actual... breakwater model itsel...f, dol...osse described in 
CHAPTER 15 were used, and quarry stone was used for the core and the 
cover layer, the specified sizes of the~e are discu~sed in CHAPTER 24. 
Sand of medium particle diameter 200 and 600 microns was used as 
fine and coarse sand respectively, for the beach profil...e. Fluorescent 
sand was al...so used in establ...ishing the distribution of the scouring 
action underneath the breakwater. This sand was obtained simpl...y by 
spraying the normal sand with marine fl...uorescent paint and al...1..owing 
-:.~ 
it to dry thoroughly before being pl...aced in previousl...y marked areas 
under the core. Ul...tra-Violet lamps were then used to trace paths of 
the fl...uorescent sand particl...es. 
Al...1.. photographs were taken with a Pentax SPF 35 mm camera, with 
135 and 50 mm Takumar tenses. All... col...our films were Kodak manu-
factured with ASA's of 64 and 100. 
Fresh water was used in the wave flume. 
7 
66. 
C H A P T E R 2 1 
WAVE HEIGHT CALLIBRATION: 
The maximum possible wave height that cou"W. be generated, at 
. various periods and with or without filtering and shoaling effects, 
was determined. The measurements were made at the position'of the 
proposed breakwater site with a wave absorber placed at the end of 
~-==--·-· 
the flume. Severe reflection occurred when the paddle was run 
continuously which then hampered accurate readings. To reduce this 
reflection effect, the wave generator was run for not more than 
15 seconds and.then stopped, and the water level was allowed to 
settle to its original level. In this manner, first the crests were 
marked, then the troughs, and then a check was made before the wave 
heights were recorded. However, even though great care was taken in. 
this measurement, no wave was identical to the one preceding it (i.e. 
before reflection caused a type of standardized system) and the 
heights have a tolerance of 5 mm. In all the measurements, the 
position of the arm on the slotted wheel irregular wave unit was 
such that the maximum wave was generated at each period setting. 
·This maximum wave corresponded to a paddle displacement of 400 mm. ~ 
To establish filtering and shoaling effects on the generated 
waves, the recordings were done in the following manner: 
(a) With the filters removed, the wave heights w~re measured with 
a horizontal,floor in the flume. Thus a shoal and filter free 
wave was recorded. 
(b) The fitters were then introduced to establish their effect on 
the generated waves. 
(c) The waves were recorded with filters and beach in place, the 
latter having an approach slope of 1 in 15. 
The results obtained can be seen in Table 21.1 and Figure 20. 
Without the filter, the wave leaving the paddle was a surging-type 
breaker at all the periods considered. This breaker eventually formed 
into swell some distance from the paddle, and these swell heights were 
67. 
TABLE 21.1 
COUNTER T d H(less fitter) H(with filter) H(filter + s 
READING Secs mm (less shoaling) (less shoaling) shoaling) mm 
9 1 '75 250 - - 120 
200 ·- - 100 
100 - - 60 
8 1 ,85 250 130 100 145 
200 100 95 120 
100 80 65 80 
I 
7 2,05 250 120 110 180 
200 95 105 140 
100 75 70 85 
6 2,27 250 115 120 200 
200 
t 
90 110 145 
100 70 75 90 
, 
5 2,50 250 110 115 210 
200 90 95 150 
100 65 70 95 
4 2,80 250 110 105 -
200 90 90 -
100 60 60 -
recorded. At very low periods,=:; 1,70 seconds, the swells were very 
erratic and heights could not be accurately recorded. 
With the filter in place, the·spilling effect was immediately 
dampened and a well-defined swell wave left the filter. 
\ 
Measurements were also recorded at depths of 100 and 200 mm for 
68. 
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an approach stope of 1 in 10 for the beach, and atthough the waves 
peaked more rapidty there was no significant difference in the wave 
heights in the flume, at the breakwater site. This effect is rein-
forced when parameters are inserted in Figure 5, PART I. 
As can be seen from the table, the·maximum wave height obtained 
was 210 mm, for a depth of 250 mm at the breakwater site. Larger 
waves coul<l. possibly have been obtained, but for the above wave, the 
crest was about 10 mm Lower than the top of the ftume and this 
restricted any further increase. 
The main importance in having a wave height catlibration for the 
flume is for determining dimensionless parameters, such as d/L and 
d/gT 2 , etc., which will later be used in the scour anatysis. A table 
of wave parameters, which includes d, H, l, c, l, H, etc., 
0 0 
associated with the wave flume is in Appendix A. 
21.1 The Limiting Wave Height: 
As this study is primarily concerned with the underscour of the 
rubbte mound breakwater, it must be insured that the stabitity is not 
endangered by a wave, larger than the. limiting wave height, attacking 
the breakwater. The limiting wave height, for a particular armour 
block size can be obtained by the Hudson formula explained in 
Equation (9.1). 
The parameters associated with the modet dolosse are as follows 
from CHAPTER 15: 
and 
Largest dimension = 84 mm 
Volume = 97' 5 cm3 
Mass = 235 g. 
Pr( MODEL) = 2,41 g/cm
3 
s = 2' 41 r 




~ = ·25 for 2 % damage and for non-
breaking wave conditions (see 
Table 9. 1) (iii) 
a: = arc cot 1'5. (iv) 
From Equation (9.1), 
w 235 2 2 41 * H3 (grams) = = 25 (2,41 - 1) 1 '5 
H = 172,8 mm 
which is the non-breaking wave height which would cause stability 
problems in the armour layer of 235 gram dolosse. 
(21.1) 
Therefore, in the proceeding investigations on scour, the above 
maximum limiting wave height had to be adhered to. It can be seen from 
the wave height callibration test for the flume, that a wave height 
exceeding 173 mm only occurred for depths of 250 mm at periods > 
2,05 seconds. 
As the scour investigations were conducted at a wave period of 
1,85 seconds the dolos armour unit layer would be unaffected by 
stability problems caused by this non-breaking wave. 
/ 
7i. 
C H A P T E R 2 2 
THE NATURE OF THE SEDIMENT: 
A review of the literature on sediment transport studies 
revealed from experience with small sca"Le movable bed models, .. that 
for investigations involving sediment transfer via shear velocities 
or longshore transport, the use of lightweight material such as 
anthracite dust, lead to exaggerated behaviour of the model with 
respect to the prototype. Le Mehaute' [18] stated that the use of 
sand in the case of beach studies was not always recommended as it 
lends to too large a distortion and, subsequently to large sca"Le 
effects. He recommended lighter materials such as pumice, coal and 
plastics. 
However, in studies on the onshore-offshore transport of sed-
.iment, Swart [29,30] found a relationship defining the dimensionless 
form of the equilibrium beach profile in a zone up to a water depth 
of approximately twice the wave height in deep water. From this 
relationship it was derived that the equilibrium beach profiles in 
the model and a prototype could only obtain an exact geometrical 
similarity when the scale of the sediment size equalled unity. In 
practical terms this result suggested a median particle diameter of 
approximately 
200 µm S D50 < 250 µm 
Although this study does not conform to any particular prototype, 
it was however decided to use natural sand as the beach material. 
/ 
Therefore, the results of this study are limited by the following 
restrictions as regards the beach and beach. material: 
(i) The bed is considered to be composed of non-cohesive 
material. 
(ii) The bed material is described by its grain size. 
(iii) There is no inflow or outflow from the ground water 
acq_uifer to significantly affect the scour. 
Fine sand (n
50 
= 200 -µm) and coarse sand (D50 = 600 µm) were 




A design wave height is defined by Ergin et al [6] as the 
. ~ax_~~ wave height measured at the tocation of the proposed break-
water, before it is constructed, which witt not damage the cover 
tayer. The removat of up to one per cent of the totat number of 
armour units in the cover tayer is considered to.be no damage. 
This is based on the Hudson criteria discussed in CHAPTER 9. 
The model dotosse chosen for the laboratory investigations were 
of a particutar weight, size and rel..ative density such that a modet 
scale had to be chosen to accommodate them so as not to have scale 
effects in the resutts .. 
As the modet in no way depicted a particular prototype there was 
no recorded significant wave height which coutd be used as the design 
wave. What was important however, was that a wave of height 173 mm 
\ . . . 
in the wave ftume was the maximum design wave for no damage ip. the 
modet (see sub-section 21.1) so this wave woutd affect the modet 
scale chosen, i.e. a prototype wave of 3.00 m woutd be model.led by 
a scale of approximately 1 in 18, if undistorted scates were chosen, 
for the wave flume utilized. 
Therefore, for an undistorted seating system, the onty factor 
determining the length scales was the working area avail..abte in the 
ftume as the fine sand size of 200·µm median diameter did not have 
any effect. 
A scate of 1 in 20 attowed a ctose investigation of the mechanics 
of scour under the structure and was the easiest workable scate in the 
wave ftume considered. 
When using the coarse sand as beach material (D50 = 600 µm) a dis-
torted seating system may be necessary to achieve realistic resutts 
and because wave height is the important parameter, the vertical. scate 
wou"Ld then be 1 in 20 and the distortion for the horizontal scale 
73. 
would have to be estimated. Zwamborn [36] states that distortion is 
necessary to have sufficient water depth in a model of practical size 
to eri:sure futly turbulent flow and sufficient tractive force to move 
the larger sediment. He suggests vertical and horizontal scates 
between 20 to 100 and 8J to 300 respectively. 
For the undistorted seated model, the length scales were then: 
A. _1_ m 
H 1 d (23.1) = = = = 
A. 20 q q q p 
where H = 
q 
wave height scate 
1 = wave length scale 
q 
d = water depth scale 
q 
and q = donates prototype to modet ratio. 
This atso implies the correct reproduction of wave steepness and 
? 
breaking and thus a m~ design wave height for zero damage of 
3.46 min a prototype. ~~ rgl'L-7 ~. 
As in nearly alt hydrauUc models the gravitational and inertiat \ ./ 
forces are the governing forces in the action of waves. Therefore, the 
Froude Law was used in determining the modet dimensions and in the 
interpretation of the results. 
With the length scales as chosen above, the resutting time scale 
was: 
j_ 
1 2 _1_ 
T = (20) = q 4,47 (23.2) 
The mass scale was: 
( ~o) 
3 1 w - = q 8000 (23.3) 
The wave celerity according to first order wave theory is given by 
c2 = _gh tanh 2~d 2n 
Thus for 1 = d it followed that the wave celerity scate was q q 








The transport of bed materiat is to a targe extent determined by 
the resuitant bed shear, white the bed shear in itsetf is determined 
by the resuttant 'vetocity at the bed. The orbitai vetocity produced 
by the waves witt atso be in accordance with Froude's taw, viz: 






4,47 ( 23. 5) 
A scate for gravity is associated with Equations (23.2, 3, 4 and 5) 
but because water is used as the ftuid, this gravity scate is unity. 
However, as regards the mass scate, Le Mehaute [18] indicates a very 
important scate effect due to the fact that in the water tank, fresh 
water is used instead of satt water, and the stight difference in 
density of approximatety 3 % produces an error in the armour mass 
approximation, (if the modet and prototype densities are the same) of 
about 10 - 15 %. 1'.- L..n,.h.~ ~ 
Distortion of scates for the coarse sand m9det tests create com-
ptex probtems in correctty simutating the scour phenomena and this is 
considered beyond the scope of this thesis. Therefore, the coarse 
sand test was conducted under undistorted, scates (as above) and a 
comparison with the fine sand resutts was made. 
23.1 The Time Seate for Two-Dimensionat Scour: 
The construction of civit engineering works such as breakwaters 
on sand foundations causes disturbances in the tocai ftow and con-
sequentty generates conditions for the devetopment of locat scour. -. 
Prevention of scour is costty and hence some scour must be acceptea 
and predicted. 
Breusers [2] states that the time scate of the scouring process 
in non-cohesive sediments shoutd be estimated from considerations on 
the sediment transport and the ftow pattern in the scouring hote. 
The ftow pattern however is very compticated so that a prediction of 
vetoci ties or bottom-· shear stresses at any time and ptace is very 
comptex and tittie is atso known on the amount of sediment transport 
in highly turbutent conditions. Practicat retations for time scate 
75. 
must be derived main1y from mode1 experiments with different sca1es. 
For a suitab1e definition of the time sca1e of :the scoµring process 
he states that it is necessary that in sca1e tests with simi1ar f1ow 




t x ) s\t, <l 
0 's 
(23.6) 
where s = scouring depth, 
,d = water depth at the end of the bottom protection, s 
x = distance from the end of the, bottom protection, 
t = time, 
t = a characteristic time of the scouring process, 
0 
and s = the same function in both tests. 
Breusers, conducted tests with undistorted mode1 sca1es to arrive 
at a time sca1e for two-dimensiona1 1oca1 scour and found that the 






where = t at which S - d max - s· \; J-<' 
41 
This resu1t, however, conforms to uni-directiona1 f1ow regimes and 
may not app1y to osci11atory f1ow conditions. 
To obtain a characteristic time va1ue of the scouring process 
under osci11atory f1ow conditions, i.e. t
0 
in Equation (23.6) and t 1 
in Equation (23.7) a series of tests was conducted in the wave f1ume, 
using a simu1ated rubb1e mound breakwater. 
23.1.1 Time of Test Duration - An Estimation: 
To simu1ate a do1os protected rubb1e mound breakwater, a 
piece of wood with the necessary voids for the correct porosity, 
was uti1ized. Porosity is defined as a vo1ume dependent parameter 
(see Equation.:-( 10.1))of the cover l.ayer, but if this cover 1ayer is 
considered to be of unit depth, then the porosity becomes area 
dependent. Therefore, for the porosity va1ue of 60 % for a do1os 
76. 
armour layer, 60 % of the sloping face of the simulated breakwater 
had to be voids . This was achieved by holes drilled into the wood . 
(See photograph ( 23 . 1) ) · ' 
Photograph 23 ·1 
The layout of the apparatus can be seen in photograph (23 . 2) 
taken before the tests. Not shown on the photograph is a sand 
depth at the toe of 100 mm , and a s and size of n50 = 200 µm. 
The aim of the investigation was to measure the depth of the 
scourhole and its distance from the toe, as a function of time . 
The axes used for these measurements are shown in photograph (23 . 2) • 
. The distance of the origin from the furthest forward position of 
the wave paddle is 12,60 m. 









Three tests were conducted, two at a period setting of 
1,85 seconds and one at a 2,3 second setting. The parameters 
associated with the three tests are-shew~beLow. 
Test No. T (sec) d (mm) H (mm) s 
1 1 ,85 200 60 
2 1 ,85 200 120 
3 2, 30 200 145 
The difference in wave height (H) between tests 1 and2 
occurr~d because test 1 was conducted using the minimum wave 
paddLe dispLacement and test 2 the maximum. 
The resuLts of the tests are shown in Figure 21 and the 
finaL stabLe configurations can be seen in photographs (23.3,4 
and 5. Tests 1 and 2 showed very simiLar resuLts. The basic 
sand configuration after the tests were the same except that the 
scour in test 2 was more intense and it took Longer for conditions · -
to stabiLize. Indications are that at the same water depth and 
wave period, the scour intensity is proportionaL to the wave 
height in that, the Larger the wave height, the more intensive 
the scour is. 
Test 3 indicated the.dependence of scour on the period of 
the incoming waves. With the wave period at 2,3 seconds, rapid 
scour occurred initiaLLy, foLLowed by accretion into the scour 
hoLe. When the test was terminated accretion was stiLL occurring 
and the scour hoLe was decreasing in depth. Another major 
difference between test 3 and, 1 and 2 was the rippLe migration. 
In the Latter two, the rippLe migration was away from the toe, 
initiaLLy very rapid (80 mm per 15 minutes) and stowing down to 
20 mm per 15 minutes when the stabLe configuration was reached. 
In test 3, initiaLLy no migration occurred, but after an hour, 
the rippLes moved towards the toe at a steady rate of 30 mm per 
haLf hour. 
A characteristic time value of the scouring process was 
···: 
" I 
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defined as the time at which the beach configuration in the area of 
the toe became relatively stable. Figure 21 shows this occurring 
at 2t and 3"t hours for Tests 1 and 2 respect~yely. Stability did 
not occur in Test 3 due to the increased accretion as the time 
increased. 
Therefore, when testing the dolos protected rubble mound model 
breakwater under maximum scour conditions, a test time duration of 
not less than 3"t hours had to be employed. This value agrees 
fairly wen with the literature on scour where it was found that 
a 4 hour duration was necessary when testing with sand of the 
size n
50 
= 200 µm. 
81. 
CHAPTER 24 
THE BREAKWATER MODEL: 
The.three-layered section as recommended by the Shore Protection 
Manual (CERC) [32] for non-breaking wave and moderate overtopping 
conditions, was used. (See Figure 8 in PART I). Two s'Lopes'were 
used, 1 in 2 and 1 in 1,5': f·~j,c_ Zo · 
'I vs-\r;~ . ?q 
\ ,,- y>·<'-,g~ > 
The crest width, as defined by Equation (11.5), resulted in a 
dimension of 95 mm (equivalent to 1,8 min practice, at a scale of 
1 in 20) which practically was not feasible. It was decided that 
this dimension would be governed by the_minimum width allowing 
access of heavy dump vehicles in practice, i.e. 5 metres, or 250 mm 
in the model. · 
In assuming no overtopping, the highest level of the model was 
H, the design wave height, above the maximum still water level. At 
a wave period of 1,85 seconds and a water depth at the model toe of 
200 riun, H was 120 mm (see Table 21.1). 'f-P-1,."'- C::/ 
~& 
Initially, a fitter layer was not used and the armour and under-
layers extended directly to the sea bed. 
The water depth in front of the breakwater, 200 mm, gave a 
relative depth, d/L, sufficient to prevent waves from breaking due to 
shoaling. 
/ r .- ":J,<- ~ 
24. 1 The Core, Under layer and Cover Layer: _ .!}~. <. 4-o 
/ /IO 
The weights of ~he rubble in the core and the undertayer were 
,/' I/ 
obtained from Figure 8 and Equation (11.6) 1 respectively. If W is 
the weight of the individual dolos armour 1.lllits, the weight therefore 
of the underlayer rubble is 
w/5 = 47 grams if w = 235 grams, 
and for the core material, 
82. 
W/200 to W/6000 = 1,2 to 0,04 grams. 
Quarry stone was used for both the core and the underlayer and · 
average weights of the individual stones were obtained by weighing 
batches of 40 stones. ·rn this way, weights of 49 and 1, 70 grams were 
obtained for the underlayer and core material respectively, which com-
pare favourably with the design weights. c- CHt<.. lj ( 
24.2 Layer Thicknesses: 






Z = nC(V)3 
= 2 ( doub te layer) . 
= 1 '1 (and average 
= 97,5 cm3 ' 
: ,;; ':. 
between 0,9 and 1 '3) ' 
• - which gave Z measured perpendicular to the slope. , · 
/ P=6 40 
= 101 mm, 
The underlayer thickness follows from Equation (11.7), and 
thus Z = 60 mm. 
u 
The cross-sections of the models used for the scour investigations 
are shown in Figures 22 (a) and (b). 
24.3 The Dolos Number Required: 
The number of blocks required to cover a unit area is given by 
Equation ( 11. 2) as t {'--,Y' ,S;Cf 
where 
I ) -~ 2 N = nC( 1 - P 100 V 3 per m 
\? c<::,;i\,\ 
P = 60 % and n, C and V follow from before, 
which gave 
N = 424 per square metre. 
































at a front stope of 1:2 so that the number of dotos required reduces 
to 180, ptaced in a doubte tayer. 
24.4 Method of Constructing Test Sections: 
The breakwater test sections were constructed in the wave ftume 
on the sand base, 12,60 m from the furthest forward position of the 
wave paddte. 
The sand was dumped wet into the ftume and hand trowetted and 
compacted to the desired stope. 
The core materiat and the undertayer, .from the base of the test 
section to the crown of the core, ·were ptaced with the ftume de-
watered. The core materiat was wetted with a hose and then compacted 
with hand trowets to simutate the naturat consotidation effected by 
wave action during construction of futt scate structures. The under-
tayer ·stones were then ptaced by shovet and dressed by hand, between 
the desired timits. 
The dotos armour units were ptaced as shown in Figure 23. The 
first rows were ptaced so that the horizontat tegs formed a type of 
watt perpendicutar to the direction of the wave attack. Thereafter, 
the dotosse were ptaced randomty by hand, with at teast 60 per cent 
of the verticat ftukes facing seaward. This was done to prevent 
......... ~-~. 
some units performing a hatf rotation down the stope when too many 
have their horizontat ftukes facing seaward. This method of randomty 
ptacing dotos armour units has been observed at actuai breakwater 
locations (Port Etizabeth and Cape Town Harbour extensions), and is 





C R A P T E R 2 5 
TESTING PROCEDURES: 
Before each experiment, the sand bed was carefuLLy LeveLled, the 
breakwater modeL reconstructed with parameters varied as required, and 
colour photographs were taken from the side and the front views. The 
water depths and periods were checked and note of the time was taken. 
The experiment couLd then proceed. 
Throughout the test runs, the beach profiLe and the shape of the 
scour were measured with a point gauge at intervaLs of 15 minutes at 
the beginning of the tests and 1 hour near the end, untiL the steady 
state of the scour was established after 4 hours of wave run. 
For some cases, fLuorescent tracers were placed in carefully 
marked positions under the breakwater and the movement of the bed 
materiaLs was estabLished under uLtra~violet Light. 
The subsidence of the armour blocks was recorded in two ways: 
\a) PhysicaL measurements were taken throughout the test run, 
and 
\b) CoLour photographs were taken \again from the front and 
side views) after the experiments, and comparisons were 
made with those taken before, to estabLish the overaLL 
subsidence. 
The characteristics of the motion of water particLes when short 
period waves encounter a rubbLe mound breakwater were described by 
determining the wave steepness \H/L), the reLative depth \d/L), the 
depth of water at the toe of the, breakwater \d ), the angLe of the 
s 
beach sLope forward of the breakwater \5), and the angLe of the sea-
side sLope of the breakwater with the horizontaL \,a). 
It is emphasised that the wave heights, H, are the· heights of the 
waves that occurred at the position of the proposed breakwater before 
it was constructed in the fLume, and not the heights of the waves 
/ 
87. 
moving up, or breaking on; the breakwater slope. Also, it is pointed 
out that the angle \a:) is the angle of the breakwater slope as first 
constructed and not the angle, of the breakwater slope after the break-
water has been stabilized after subsidence. 
In order to establish the reflection coefficients, the wave en-
velopes were observed and the method described by Herbich et aZ[11] was 
utilized in this respect. He used a method whereby a system of oscil-
latory waves progressing toward.s a sea-'watl, forms another system of 
waves due to reflection, after impinging on the watt. These two 
wave systems form a third wave system as the reflected wave is super-
imposed on the incident wave. It is this superimposition which forms 
the wave envelope which was recorded during the tests for this thesis. 
A schematic explanation of the parameters associated with this method 
is shown in Figure 24. 
Figure 24 also broadly defines the dimensions associated with 
sand scour. 
The parameters associated with the various tests undertaken are 




1 INCIDENT WAVE 10 NODE OF ENVELOPE 
2 WAVELENGTH 11 SAND SCOUR LENGTH 
3 WAVE HEIGHT 12 SAND SCOUR DEPTH 
4 WAVE CR.EST 13 REFLECTED WAVE 
5 WAVE TROUGH 14 BREAKWATER 
6 WATER DEPTH 15 ANGLE OF SLOPE 
7 RIPPLES 16 SAND MOUND HEIGHT 
8 WAVE ENVELOPE 17 BEACH SLOPE 
9 LOOP OF ENVELOPE 






C H A P T E R 2 6 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 
The amount of sediment that can be transported from the scour hol.,e 
is a function of the vortex strength and the bed material., characteris-
tics. When the amount of sediment infl.,ow (as bed Load, since initial.,1.,y 
the suspended Load does not seem to affec,t the scour) is equal to the 
amount that the vortex can transport, an equil.,ibrium condition is achieved. 
But this equil.,ibrium is onl.,y a time averaged condition as the bed move-
ment and the vortex transport capacity are not at al.,l., steady. In this 
thesis, maximum scour is defined as the depth of the scour hol.,e when 
there is no sig!}ificant bed toad motion, i.e. migration of the ripptes 
within the scour ho 1.,e sti.1.,1., occurs, but the depth of the scour pit 
remains unchanged over a period of time. Note that no attempt has been 
made to distinguish between cl.,ear water scour and scour with considerabt'e 
sediment motion. 
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In his initial investigations into breakwaters on sand, Godfrey [8] 
conducted tests in the wave flume and recorded scour action with respect 
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It was possibl,e to extract Tabl,e 26.1 and Figure 25 from the 
resu tts of these ini tia 1, experiments and a tso from persona 1, 0 bser-
vations made at the time. It was discovered that maximum scour 
occurred at a retative depth of 0,080, or at a wave period of ..1...J22 
se.conds and a depth of water at the structure of 200 mm. A depth of 
100 mm at the structure and a waver period of 1,85 seconds resutted in 
minor scour, nowhere near as· intensive as for the 200 mm water depth. 
Wave periods of 1,75 > T > 2,75 resutted in minor initiat scour s s . 
fottowed immediatety by accretion, untit atmost the entire first row 
of dolosse were covered by the build up of sand. 
26.2 Establishing the Movement of Bed Materiat during Scour: 
In th~ previous sub-section a wave period ~ith a water depth was 
found which resutted in scour in front and under the breakwater. To 
establish that the subsidence of the armour which occurs during the 
scouring action lsee sub-section 26.3,3) is mainty due to the removat 
of bed materiat beneath the breakwater, it was necessary to trace the 
movement of this bed materiat to prove that scour was in fact occurring. 
Ftuorescent sand tracers were placed in the positions shown in~\~';,.) 
photograph 34 in Appendix F la photograph taken after the test and 
showing the original sand 1-evets atso), the red tracer in front and 
the yetlow at the back. Waves then attacked the breakwater for 4 hours 
and photographs were taken under uttra-viotet tight which estabtished 
the movement of the ftuorescent tracers. 
It was found that the mound which forms on the approach beach 
consists of a mixture of sand removed from the scour trench in front 
of the breakwater, and from beneath the breakwater. Photograph 35 
indicates that the scouring action migrates from the toe area towards 
the core as time progresses, because first red then yettow tracers were 
deposited on the mound, The white tine in the photograph is the 
originat approach beach tevet. Photograph 36 is a daytight view of the 
sand mound, showing the demarcation of tracers above the white tine and 
the tevet of deposition of tracers in the scour trench. As the depth 
of .the scour trench has approached equitibrium, this impties that 
migration of sand away from the core area stitt persists. There is 




the toe has been removed and deposited at the mound (before ·the scouring 
action approached the tracer areas) and has then migrated to an area 
further down the beach. This is shown in a tater- section. 
To indicate that the above removal and deposition of the sand 
tracers is not merety a boundary effect of the ftume walts, a trench 
20 - 30 mm deep was cut into the mound, and photograph 37 shows the~ ~V:. , 
yellow surface sand either side of the red sand in the trench. . UY--.,._...!. 
26.3 An Explanation of Sand Scour at the Breakwater: 
Experiments were conducted with the rubble mound breakwater 
founded directly on sand, on graded rubbte filters and on plastic 
filters. A comparison of results from these three situations and 
general comments on the effects of scour will now be discussed. 
26.3.1 The Relationship between Scour and Water Depth at the Structure: 
Yo-'f \)Figure 26 shows dimension less parameters 
. d /H -from results obtained by Sawaragi [28], 
s 0 
S/Il plotted against 
0 
Sato et aZ [27] and 
Godfrey [ 8 ]. No conclusive relationship could be drawn from a 
study of the plot and it is felt. that a reason for this is that 
the three authors did not keep the same constants. Godfrey kept 
the wave period constant and altered the water depth and wave 
height; Sato et aZ kept the wave period and wave height constant 
and altered the water depth; Sawaragi ~ept the wave height con-
stant and altered the wave pe.riod and water depth, a feature not 
possible in the flume used by Godfrey and for this thesis. A 
comparison of the relative depths at which the tests were carried 
out showed that Godfrey and Sato et aZ worked mainly in the inter-
mediate water depth range and Sawaragi in the shallow range. There-
fore, Godfrey and Sato et aZ seemed to have worked under similar 
conditions, and although no correlation between the parameters is 
obtained from the plot, it is felt that scour initially increases 
with water depth and then rapidly decreases as the water depth 
increases, all from the same deep water wave height. 
26.3.2 Maximum Scour as a Function of Time: 
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95. 
under the breakwater where very little scour, if at all, was 
observed, it was found that scour initially increased very rapidly 
with time, and then slowed down until a steady scour rate continued 
for a long period of time. This implies that scour approaches its 
maximum depth asymptotically. Figure 27 shows the relations between 
Maximum Scour and Time. 
In attempting to arriv~ at a correlation with the results obtained 
by Breusers [2] in his study on two dimensional., local scour (see 
sub-section 23.1), maximum scour depth, non-dimensionilized by the 
water depth at the structure, was plotted against time on a_1,og-1.,og 
l'! 
plot (see Figure 28). For clarification all the tests were not 
drawn in, but the equations for the graphs, obtained by the Least 
Squares Approximation, can be seen in Appendix E. 
It WEt''' found that the maximum scour depth varied exponentially with 
timf~'.s.nd if an average slope was deduced from all the equations 
obh:-.l:r;ed, a fair correlation with Breusers'.result was achieved, 




t o, 33 
(- ) -
t1 
( 26. 1) = 
where, t
1 
= t at which S tended to a maximum. 
max 
26.3.3 .Relationship between the Amount of Subsidence of Blocks and 
Scouring Depth: 
It must be confirmed whether the subsidence of the blocks is 
dominated by the scouring action in the vicinity of the breakwater 
toe. Figure 29 shows the relationship between Block Subsidence, 
Sb (measured down the slope) and Maximum Scour, S, both non-
dimensionlized by the deep water wave height H . 
0 
-It is clear that the steeper seaward breakwater slope of 
cot a: = 1, 5 results in more block subsidence, even though .the 
' maximum scour depth is similar in magnitude. This occurs because 
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1, 2, 19 and 23 in Appendix F, show that for a breakwater seaward 
slope of . cot a: 2, the scour hole has a definite maximum and the 
scour wave length is 850 mm whereas for the s"Lope cot a: = 1, 5 the 
D 
maximum scour depth is less, but the scour hole much wider, 1230 mm 
wave length, and stretching to under the core. This resulted in a 
mass subsidence of the underl-ayer and subsequent"Ly alt the dolosse 
subsided a simi1,ar magnitude in the tatter case. Appendix D shows. 
that for Test 1 (cot a: = 2), the Green Do 1,osse subsided 90 mm and 
the Blue, 10 mm yie1,ding a 46,3 mm average, whereas for Test 9 
(cot a:= 1,5), the Green Dolosse subsided 90 mm and the b1,ue 75 mm, 
yie1.,d.ing an 86,3 mm average. This can also be seen on Figure 30. 
Similar comparisons of seaward slope were made after a graded 
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again yieUied targer bl.,ock subsidence. This was done in Tests 2 
and 5 and the resutting photographs 6, 7, 14 and 15 in Appendix F 
show this clearty, as does Figure ;?0;•- ,,. 
Figure 29 al.,so impl.ies that there can be scour without block 
subsidence. This is attributed to two reasons: 
(i) In the case of graded filters under the. breakwater it can 
be seen from the photographs mentioned above and others in 
Appendix F, that the scour hol.,e forms ahead of the toe and 
then migrates towards the core with~ime. This wouUi then 
yield val.,ues for scour depth, but no bl.,ock subsidence. 
(ii) The remarkabl.,e intertockin_g capabil.,ities of the dol.,os 
armour uni ts a 1., 1.,ow no subsidence even though sand has.·. been 
scoured away from underneath them. This is highl.,ighted when 
comparing Figure 29 with the resul.,ts obtained by Sawaragi [28]. 
Sawaragi's graph al.,most goes through the origin which impl.,ies 
·immediate bl.,ock subsidence with scour, but he used gtass bal.,1.,s 
of 2 cm in diameter which have no interl.,ocking capabil.,ities. 
26.3.4 The Retationship between Scour Depth and Mound Height: 
The depth of the scour trough bel.,ow and the height of the sand 
mound above, the original beach pro£il.,e were measured and their 
ratio pl.,otted against time (non-dimensionil.,ized by the wave period 
T * 10 3) in Figure 31. A l.,though there are variati·ons, it can be 
seen that there is a definite tendency for an equil.,ibrium con-
dition that is achieved after the time interval., of 4 hours utilized 
for the tests. 
This was observed during the experimental., investigations where it 
was found that the trough and the mound reached equilibrium mag-
nitude, both vertical.,1.,y and horizontaLLy, and that a steady slow 
scour rate continued by the action of rippl.,e migration, away from 
the breakwater. This action resutted in the original beach pro-
fi 1.,e being fl.,attened so that sand was eventuaLl.,y deposited 500 mm 
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A variation of Figure 31 is Figure 32 where the depths below Mean 
Sea Level (MSL) of the scour trough (hT) and mound (he) were 
plotted against each other. This w~?_dqne to arrive at a com-
parison with the results obtained by Her bi ch [ 10 J in his study 
on model and beach scour patterns. He concluded that the ratio tended 
towards an equilibrium value characteristic of each location, but 
at times, significant deviations occurred. 
It can be seen that all the results obtained in this thesis for 
values of ~/he' compare favourably with those obtained by 
Herbich and other authors, both in_ftE?14_and laboratory studies. 
This consistency in results with investigations on natural beach 
patterns indicates that the scouring action in front of an arti-
ficial barrier, e.g. a rubble mound breakwater in this case, is ~ 
a combination of forces present in natural beach scouring patterns 
and those associated with the presence of the breakwater. 
26.3.5 Relationship between Scour Depth and Sand Crest Wave Length: 
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s1 , were recorded for all tests and in Figure 33 they have been 
plotted against each other. Although the scatter is considerable 
(as may be expected) the relationship may be approximated by a 
straight line passing through the origin and having a slope of 
0 ,072. 
Laboratory experiments by Herbich et aZ [11J and Sato ~27J have 
revealed that the distance between succeeding bar crests, i.e. the 
sand scour wave length as in Figure 24, is a function of the wave 
length of the incoming waves, and was generally equal to one half 
the wave length generated. Fr0m Figure 33, 70 % of the results 
have a wave length between 600 mm and 900 mm and from Appendix A, 
the theoretical incoming wave length is 2487 mm so although there 
appears to be a relationship there is not a good correlation with 
the results obtained by Herbich et aZ and Sato. , '-' ,_,,_ 
26.3.6 The Relationship between Scour Depth and the Reflection 
Coefficient: 
- Figure 34 is a plot of S/K as a function of the reflection -
coefficient, C , for cot~= 2 and 1,5, where, 
r 
S = Scour Depth 
and K = d - tA and d = water depth at the structure 
s s 
and A = wave envelope loop dimension. 
(See Figure 24 ·and Appendix D) 
' / 
) 
It appears that the scour depth is only a random function of the 
reflection coefficient. This is probably due to the fact that the 
reflection coefficient depends on wave characteristics, breakwater 
slope and the kinematic behaviour upon hitting the breakwater. It 
must also be noted that average reflected wave heights were used when 
calculating c . 
r 
This result is in agreement with that obtained by Herbich and Ko [11] 
in their investigations into scouring of sand beaches in front of 
seawalls, but disagrees· with Sawaragi [28] who found that _the 
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He in fact registered values of the reflection coefficient in 
excess of 50 % and this was impossible to obtain with the rubble 
mound breakwater model used in this~investigation. 
Figure 34 does however show that generally, the reflection co-
efficient increased with the increase in the seaward slope of the 
model breakwater. 
26.3.7 The Effect of an Irregular Wave Attack on the Scouring Action: 
An irregular wave train of wave heights varying from 120 mm to 
80 mm attacked the breakwater in a water depth of 200 mm (Test 6 in 
Appendix C). The test was started at the maximum wave heigbt and 
a ful"b cycle of waves took 250 seconds .. 
~- The results showed a similar tendency to those obtained for a 
constant wave height but that the irregularwave attack had the 
ultimate effect of s.lowing down the scouring, and therefore the 
subsidence processes. This slowing down occurred mainly wten the 
smaller waves were generated which was expected in lieu of previous' 
observations. 
Figures 35 (a) and (b) show scour depth and block subsidence 
plott~d against time and the less intense effect of the irregular 
wave attack (Test 6) against a regular wave attack (Test 5) can 
clearly be seen. 
Ergin and Pora [6] have shown that the effect of an irregular wave 
train on a rubble mound breakwater can be compared with that of a 
periodic wave height equal to the significant wave height of the 
spectrum. This agrees with the findings.of Ouetlet [24] 1n his 
paper on Breakwater Models. This may also be so in this case, --
but a comparison cannot be made because the periodic wave attack 
in Test 5 and other tests had a wave height equal to the maximum 
wave height for the irregular wave train. 
26.3.8 The Effects of a Tidal Range on Scour: 
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The test was started at high tide and continued through two cycles 
so that the test duration was 5 hours and not 4 hours as for other 
tests. Figures 37 la) and lb) show the results of the Tidal test 
(Test 4), compared with a test having similar parameters, but at a 
constant depth of water lTest 3). It can be seen that the ultimate 
effect of the scouring action is similar, in that the scour trench 
is approximately of similar depth, and that there is relatively no 
difference in the b1..ock subsidence. This can also be seen by com-
paring photographs 8, 11, 12 and 13., in Appendix F. 
At the high tides, the scour was as intense as for the other tests 
at water depths of 200 mm, but the effect of the Low tide was to 
change the wave furm which resulted in a change in the scouring 
process. Figure 37 (a) shows that at high tides, the scour trench 
108. 
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became deeper, and at low tides, shallower. This is a direct 
result of the wave form changing from swell to breaker which had 
the effect of flattening the sand ba;r,,,thus,widep.ipg it in both 
directions, and thus filling the scour trench. 
However, Figure 37 \b) suggests that block subsidence persisted 
I 
throughout the tidal range which implied that scour continued at 
all tides. This is explained by the action of scour under the 
breakwater at all tides. At higher tides, scour was more towards 
the core centre and sand was deposited around and behind the toe 
region. At lower tides, this materd.a1 ;was remo.:vS!it -and __ 9..eposi ted 
in the trench for transportation to the bar at the higher tides 
again. This cycle of events persisted throughout the test. 
Finally, the fi'ndings of a tidal range on scour agree witP. ,;results 
obtained by Godfrey [8] who found that at deeper waters, the 
scouring action was observed further towards·the core centre, than 
at shallower waters. 
26.3.9 Overtopping of the Breakwater - A Result of Scour: 
If.>;,;-" f"_ 
I 
The primary function of most breakwaters is to provide a sheltered 
anchorage on the lee side of the structure. Therefore, breakwaters 
are usually designed to prevent overtopping by the design wave. In 
all the tests conducted, no overtopping occurred with the initial 
shapes of the breakwater, but after the test duration, definite 
waves were observed behind the breakwater which were not due to 
transmission through the breakwater but due to the o~erto:Qping 
-~
action. Estimation of the overtopping depth was difficult, owing 
to the turbulence and aeration associated with the wave spilling 
over the crest of the breakwater, but photographs were taken in 
an attempt to record the phenomenon. 
Photographs 9 and 10 show the approaching wave at its maxim~~ 
uprush and dow--nrush positions at the commencement of a test. £'.':ld 
photograph 20 shows the water level behind the breakwater after 
the approaching wave has been transmitted through the core. It 
can be seen that there is very little water movement in the lee 
of the breakwater. 
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The scouring action under the breakwater resulted in the crest 
level subsiding 30 mm to 50 mm (see Appendix D, Tests 7, 8 and 9) 
and this allowed overtopping to occur. Photographs 21 and 22 show 
the water profile behind the breakwater after the passing of a 
wave, and they indicate the substantial height (estimated at 20 mm 
in some cases) of the overtopped wave. Photograph 21 also indi-
cates the turbulence associated with the passage of the wave over 
the breakwater crest. 
23.3.10 Dune Scour: 
In the discussion to Herbich et al's [11] findings on scour 
of sand beaches in front of sea walls, Zwamborn inquired whether 
similar vertical scour patterns would be obsBrved in front of 
natural coastal structures such as sand dunes. 
In sub-section 26.3.4 it was concluded that scour in front of an 
artificial barrier, e.g. a rubble mound breakwater, was a com-
bination of forces present in natural beach scouring patterns and 
those associated with the presence of the breakwater.·· 
From observations taken during the tests conducted for this thesis, 
it was generally felt that scour in front of natural barriers, e.g. 
sand bars; ·:occurred. Photograph 5 distinctly: shows two sand bars. 
The larger one was formed first (from sand removed from the break-
water area) and the smaller bar was formed from sediment removed 
from the outer edge of the larger bar and deposited some 700 mm 
away. The ultimate effect of this action was to have ac flattened 
beach of uniform height, from the toe area to the outer bar. 
26.3.11 The Overall Damage to the Rubble Mound Breakwater as a 
Result of Scour: 
An extract from Jacob Feld's book - Construction Failures [7] -
reads, "···· failures can be said to be a behaviour not in agreement 
with the expected conditions of stability, or as lacking freedom 
from necessary rep~ir, or as non-compliance with the desired use 
of the completed structure". 
A definition of damage to a rubble mound breakwater is based on the 
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votume of the armour units displaced from the zone of active armour 
unit removat for a specific design wave height. This zone extends 
from the middte of the breakwater crest down the seaward face to a 
depth equivatent to one zero damage wave height betow the stitt 
water tevet. This is in accordance with the definitions based on 
Hudson's [12] findings. 
To accuratety assess the extent of the damage caused by subsidence 
due to scour in this thesis, visuat observations and photographs 
had to be relied upon. As described in Chapter 25, colour photo-
graphs were taken before and after the tests, the cotoured dolosse 
and a series of grid lines making the damage assessment fairly 
simple. These photographs are shown in Appendix F. Not all the 
frontal and the initial side photographs have been included, as 
the initial photographs in the tests were very similar. 
If damage is defined as it is by Hudson, then tittle damage 
occurred to the breakwater because armour units were not really 
removed from the zone of active armour unit removal, although in 
Tests 1, 5, 7, 8 and 9 subsidences larger than the lengths of the 
dotosse were recorded, and this could be defined as damage. But, 
if Jacob Feld's definition is used, then scour definitety resulted 
in failure of the rubble mound breakwaters used in the tests. 
26.3.12 Generat Comments on Scour: 
The results of the tests showed that maximum scour occurred 
at a definite wave period and water depth,- and that a swell type 
wave was more damaging than a breaking wave. 
Although only one test was conducted using coarse sand (D 50 = 600 µm) 
i.e. Test 13, results, when compared"' to tests hav-ing similar 
parameters, showed far less effects of scour on the breakwater 
(see Figures 27 and 30). This was probably due to reasons des-
cribed in Chapter 22, in that scale effects are present when con-
ducting movable bed studies using grain sizes greater than 250 µm. 
A possible sotution to these effects is a distorted seating system 
but an accurate assessment of the distortion can only be ob!,t,_ined 
by juggling the scales in successive model tests. 
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Two tests were also conducted to establish the effect of the 
approaching beach slope on scour. A comparison of the results 
from Tests 8 and 9 from Appendix; C cand D- and Figures 27 and 30, 
show that a steeper slope of 1 in 10 for the approaching beach, 
has very similar results to those for an approach in beach slope 
of 1 in 15. (See also, Photographs 17 and 23 in Appendix F). 
However, Godfrey's [8] results showed that scour was more intense 
for a beach slope of 1 in 15 thari for 1 in 30 so it is felt that 
scour would be the most intense for slopes of 1 in 10 to 1 in 15 
and definitely more intense than for a horizontal approach beach. 
In Test 3, it was decided to extend the approach beach slope of 
1 in 15 under the breakwater, and a comparison was then made with 
the results from Test 2. From Figures 27 and 30 and Appendix D, 
it can be seen that a sloping sea bed under the breakwater has no 
marked effect on scour or block subsidence. It is however felt 
that a slope of 1 in 15 is the maximum allowable to make practical 
construction of a rubble mound breakwater feasible. 
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THREE DIMENSIONAL SCOUR: 
Investigations in the field and in the laboratory have shown that 
the effects of three dimensional scour are far more serious than two 
dimensional scour. 
In his experiments on the flow characteristics of vortices in three 
dimensional scour, Vinje [33] compared three dimensional and two 
dimensional local scour as a function of time and concluded that: 
"Local scour due to three dimensional flow is more serious thari local 
seour associated with two dimensional flow under the ·same conditions 
(discharge, water depth, roughness, etc.)" 
In the fie M, the main cause of the third dimension to the scour 
phenomenon has been a littoral current, resulting from either an oblique 
swell attack on the breakwater, or from a river discharge close to the 
breakwater, or from both. 
At Ashdod [16], Israel, winter storms attacked a tetrapod-protected 
breakwater obliquely causing ti ttorat currents and the effect of this and 
the presence of a strong flowing river which put the sand into suspension 
in the vicinity of the breakwater, resulted in a scour pit 4,5 m deep, 
50 m wide and 180 m tong, parallel to the breakwater. The berm rocks 
slipped into the erosion pit and the tetrapods, no tonger sustained, 
collapsed, thus exposing the crown watt and setting a serious problem 
to the safety of the breakwater. 
Merrifield [20] experienced similar problems at some of his first 
dotes-protected breakwater sites. In one case, beach subsidence at 
the foe of the bank due to scour'by a littoral current, caused the toe 
to drop some 1,5 m, the top of the bank to swing over 10 m·horizontatty, 
and subsequently altered the seaward slope of the breakwater from 1t to 
1 to \ to 1. This resulted in about 2 per cent dolos breakage. 
Zwamborn [39], in his paper on the design and construction of 
rubble mound breakwaters, provides a theoretical expression for the 
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vetocity of wave generated tongshore currents, and warns that these 
currents witl be deflected by breakwaters, causing either accretion or 
scour, depending on tocal conditions and breakwater design. 
A three dimensionat experimentat program was envisaged for this 
thesis, but problems concerning the availability of more dotos models, 
the size of the existing wave basin in the U.C.T. Civil Eng~neering 




The kind of experimentat set-up ·is shown in Figure 38. Probtems 
were encountered with the University of Cape Town wave basin in that the 
wave generator extended the entire width of the basin which made wave 
spending revetments relativety inefficient in absorbing the reflected 
waves from the breakwater and the direct waves from the generator. A 
length of breakwater of 3,0 m was considered a minimum for a thorough 
investigation into three dimensionat scour at the toe and this left a 
mere 3,5 m for a spending area in the U.C.T. basin, so the test section 
would have been attacked by a mixture of direct, reflected and re-
reflected waves, which would have made the investigation unrealistic 
and extremely comptex. 
However, it is felt that a laboratory investigation into three 
dimensionat scour at the toe of rubbte mound breakwaters on sand 
foundations, woutd yield interesting results and a possible correlation 
to the results of the two dimensional scour investigated in this thesis, 
and it is proposed that future studies be conducted in this field. 
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C H A P T E R 2 8 
FILTER SYSTEMS FOR RUBBLE MOUND BREAKWATERS FOUNDED ON SAND: 
An extract from Barrett's[1] paper reads: "Due to the granular 
soils on which most coastal structures are constructed, filters are 
necessary for the stability of the structure. 
Filter systems must be permeable to prevent a bui"W.-up of hydro-
static pressure by allowing the water to pass through without sig-
nificant head loss. They must be impermeable to soil to prevent the 
soil leaching through the structure causing it to become unstable 
and/or to settle." 
28.1 Graded Filter System: 
In an attempt to lessen the damaging effect of scour on 
rubble mound breakwaters founded on sand, graded rock filters 
were introduced. This procedure consisted of extending the core 
and the underlayer to positions past the breakwater toe, as 
recommended in the Shore Protection Manual [32] and as shown .in 
Figure 8. Graded filters were employed in Tests 2 to 7 and the 
results and effects of these filters are shown in Appendix D and 
in the photographs in Appendix F. 
The main effect of the graded filters was a sharp decrease in 
the block subsidence as shown when comparing results of tests 
with and without graded filter blankets, but having similar 
parameters, i.e. 
Compare: Tests 2 and 3 with Test 1 (Photographs 7 and 11 with 2) 
Test 5 with Test 9 (Photographs 15 with 23), and 
Test 7. with Test 8 ~Photographs 16 with 17). 
It must be noted however, that although graded rock filter 
blankets greatly reduced the relative amount of subsidence, sub-
sidence of a fairly large magnitude still occurred, (65 mm down-
slope and still increasing after the 4 hours test duration in 
Test 7). 
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The most important effect of the graded filters on the scour 
trench was a displacement seaward, of the trough of the trench, 
from the breakwater toe. What this means is that scour still 
occurred, and a trench still formed (as shown by measurements in 
Appehdix D and Figure 27), but the damaging effect of the armour-
and under-layers subsiding into the scour pit was greatly reduced 
as the trough of the scour pit was as much as 150 mm from the 
breakwater toe in some cases. (See the pho,tographs mentioned 
above). 
It is therefore felt that although, graded rock filters reduced 
the damaging effects of scour on rubble mound breakwaters founded 
on sand, they were not the solution to the problem. 
28.2 Plastic Filter System: 
In a further attempt to alleviate the scour prob"Lem, plastic 
fi Uers were introduced under the breakwater. The term "plastic 
filters" refers to cloths woven of modern synthetic fibres. In 
this thesis, two types of plastic filters were investigated and 
they have been identified by code names, 
i.e. Type 1 - a filter manufactured from 75 % polypropylene and 
25 % nylon yarns woven into cloths, 
and Type 2 - a non-woven, spun-bonded, needle-punched continuous 
filament polyester fabric. 
In his paper on the design of filter systems for rubble mound 
structures, Lee [17] stated that plastic filters should be designed, 
to be effective in retaining soil, but remain permeable to water 
under both laminar and turbulent flow conditions. It was with 
these main intentions that plastic filters were introduced in 
this investigation. 
Brief specifications of the two types of plastic filters in-
vestigated are as follows. 
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CHARACTERISTIC TYPE 1 TYPE 2 
Coefficient of Permeabitity 
Tensite Strength 
-3 I 1, 6 x 10 m s 3 x 10-3 m/s 
5900* N/m 4807* N/m 
Fabric Thickness 0,5 mm .:!: 2 mm 
°*Figures quoted appty und~r wet and dry conditions. 
The fitters were extended 900 mm seaward from the centre of the 
core, i.e. approximatety 300 mm past the breakwater toe. The end 
of the fitters on the approach beach was anchored with rocks (see 
photograph 29 in Appendix F) to prevent tifting under wave action. 
Conditions which had previousty resulted in the worst combination 
of scour and subsidence were provided for the tests on the filters. 
These parameters are shown in Appendix C for Tests 10 and 11. 
The following photographs in Appendix F depict before·and after 
views of the results of a wave attack on the plastic filtered 
rubble mound breakwater: 
Photographs 24, 25, 26 and 27 - Test 10, Type 1 Filter 
and 28, 30, 31, 32 and 33 - Test 11i Type 2 Filter. 
It can be seen that relatively no subsidence occurred and that 
which did - Test 10 - occurred at the ftume wall sides, the 
reason being, the filter was not ftush with the wall sides so 
that sand was able to percolate out thus causing the two outer-
most dolosse to subside. This problem was alleviated in Test 11 
where the sides of the filter were turned up against the glass 
wall of the flume. 
Photographs for Test 11 clearly show, that for the filter with 
the higher coefficient of permeability, i.e. Type 2 with 
0,3 x 10-3 m/s, sand movement stilt occurred, away from the 
breakwater ·toe and under the filter, and a sand build-up can 
be observed behind the anchored section of the filter. It can 
also be seen that a scour trench stilt formed at the end of the 
filtered section but if the end of the filter is extended far 
enough away from the breakwater, as it was in this case, this 
trench has no effect on the stability of the structure. 
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It has therefore been shown that plastic fi Hers are inst rumen ta l 
in preventing scour, and therefore subsidence, of the sand beneath 
/ ....,___, . j!;:::-
rubble mound breakwaters. Readers are however cautioned about the 
scale effects of the scour prevention characteristics of the 
plastic filters as model dolosse were used on fult scale type 
fi Uers. 
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C H A P T E R 2 9 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: 
It is concluded f.rom the results of two dimensional scour tests 
completed on small scale rubble mound breakwaters, consisting of quarry, 
stone and dolos-shaped armour units, founded on sand, that: 
(i) Scour is a function of the wavelength of the incoming 
waves and a rel.,ative depth of d/L = 0,080 resulted in 
maximum scour. 
(ii) The ultimate scour depth is appro~ched asymptotically, 
and a relationship, exp 1.,aining the exponential growth of 
scour with time, was developed. 
(iii) Breakwater seaward slopes of cot a= 1,5 produced larger 
block subsidence due to scour than for flatter slopes of 
cot a 2. The steeper slope of cot a= 1,5 was con-
sidered to be the maximum practical slope. 
(iv) A direct relationship exists between the depth of the 
scour trough and_t~e depth of the mound, both measured 
~
from MSL. I 
\v) No conclusive evidence exists connecting the extent of 
the scour to the water depth at the structure, although 
it became clear that, providing the wave period was kept 
constant, scour was of greater intensity and occurred 
more towards the core centre, with deeper water. 
(vi) A direct relationship exists between the scour trough 
depth and the sand crest wavelength. 
(vii) The scour depth is only a random function of the re-
flection coefficient. 
(viD) If the effects of an irregular wave train on the break-
water are compared with those of a periodic wave train 
of wave height equal to the maximum wave height of the 
spectrum, it is found that the scouring process was less 
intensified for the former. Similar results were obtained 
when a tidal range was introduced. 
(ix) The most important damaging effects on the breakwater 
because of scour are in the form of mass subsidence of 
the armour and the core, and therefore overtopping. 
/ 
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(x) The main cause of sand scour in the vicinity of the 
breakwater toe was considered to be a combination of forces 
present in natural beach scouring patterns, and those 
associated with downrush forces within the breakwater slope. 
The forces associated with downrush have been explained by 
Bruun et al [3], who developed a flow net which revealed 
that the outflow was concentrated at the lowest level of 
wave retreat, which caused strong normal forces along the 
stream lines of the flow. These stream lines extend 4o 
the sea bed. 
Although no three dimensional scour investigation is included in 
this thesis, 'it is the writer's opinion that a third dimension such 
as a littoral current parallel to the breakwater would have a greater 
damaging effect due to scour than the two dimensional effects discussed. 
It is. therefore recommended that the results obtained in this thesis 
be instrumental in an attempt on a three dimensional investigation. 
The introduction of filters and especially plastic filters were 
very effective for the prevention of sand scour, but further studies 
-.....:---~· -----:;:::::;- -:- ~ 
would be necessary on their durability. 
It is recommended that a further study be undertaken to inves-
tigate the possibility of scale effects in the results obtained in 
the scour investigation, especially those obtained using coarse sand 
of size n
50 
= 600 µm, as a full understanding of this was not 
achieved. 
To try and predict scour depths and subsidence for a prototype 
case or to relate the results obtained to a prototype, would be pre-
sumpt§is. To predict happenings or occurrences of a phenomenon in 
a prototype requires that there be similitude, both geometric and 
dynamic, between the model and the prototype. This requires that 
similitude exists between the orbital velocities and orbital lengths 
(i.e. wave characteristics are similar), grain size and grain dis-
tribution in the bed, roughness of the beds, and translation of the 
orbit due to drift. Without these similitudes, erroneous conclusions. 
could be reached in attempting to predict prototype conditions. 
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However, it is the be1ief of the writer that meaningful resutts 
have been obtained and it
1 
is his sincere opinion that they should be 
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A P P E N D I X A 
WAVE PARAMETERS FOR U.C.T. WAVE FLUME 
WAVE PARAMETERS FOR U.C.T. WAVE FLUME 
d T d/gr2 c2/gd c L =CT d/L d/L L H H/H H 
0 0 . 0 0 
(mm) (mm) (mm/s) (mm) (mm) (mm) . (mm) 
100 1, 75 0,0033 0,958 969,4 1696' 5 0,059 0,021 4761 ,9 60 1, 22 49 
1, 85 0,0030 0,960 970 ,4 1795' 2 0,056 0,019 5263,2 80 1,25 64 
2,05 0,0024 0,968 874,5 1997,7 0 ,050 0,015 6666.7 85 1, 30 65 
2,27 0,0020 0,972 976,5 2216,7 0,045 0,012 8333,3 90 1, 35 67 
2,50 0,0016 0,980 980,5 2451'3 0 ,041 0 ,009 11111,1 95 1 ,46 65 
200 1 '75 0,0067 0,914 1339, 1 2343,4 0,085 0 ,041 4878, 1 100 1, 05 95 
1, 85 0,0060 0,921 1344,3 2487,0 0,080 0 ,038 5263,2 120 ,1,08 111 
2,05 0,0049 0 ,939 1357,3 2782,5 0 ,072 0,031 6451'6 140 1'13 124 
2,27 . 0,0040 0,948 1363,8 3095,8 0,065 0,025 8000,0 145 1'17 124 
2,50 0,0033 0,958 1371'0 3427,5 0,058 0,021 9523,8 150 1, 22 123 
250 1, 75 0 ,0083 0,890 1477 ,4 2585,5 0,097 0,052 4807' 7 120 1'01 119 . 
1,85 0,0074 0,905 1489,8 2756,1 0 ,091 , 0,047 5319,2 145 1,04 140 
2 ,05 0,0061 0,920 1502' 1 3079,3 0 ,081 0,039 6410,3 180 1,07 168 
2,27 0,0049 0,939 1517,5 3444,7 0,073 . 0 ,031 8064, 5 200 1, 13 177 




The above table was obtained with the aid of the Dimensiontess Wave Characteristics nomogram 
reproduced in Appendix B, by courtesy of Professor F.A. Kilner of the Department of Civit 
Engineering at the University of Cape Town. 
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A P P E N D I X B 
DIMENSIONLESS WAVE CHARACTERISTICS 
SHALLOW 
I I ' ' 0,001 





DIMENSIONLESS W A V E C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 
Used for wave shoating with wave crests parattet to the shoretine • 
c = phase vetocity 
c = group vetocity g 
L = wave tength 
d = undisturbed depth 
. 
T = wave period 
H = deep water wave height 
0 
H = general. wave height 
Based on smatt amptitude wave theory and constant power transmission 
INTERMEDIATE DEEP 
I • I I I I : 




I I I I 
I constant 
I I I t I I 
1,, 4 I 1_, 2 1 ,o ,92 ,92 0,95 1,0 max 
constant 
,05 0,09 0,09 ,0795 . 
, 
I I 
1 0,1 0,2 
0.999 0,995 o,99 0,9 0,8- 0,5 
I 
constant 
0,01 0,02 0,04 0,1 0,12 0,15 • 159 
I lJ1il1111l I t I I I, I I 




min=0,913 H _+ H0 
max=O, 09546 c + gT 
J5 
d + gT2 
0,3 0,5 
I I I 
2 c + gd 
0,1 o,.os 













TEST. BREAKWATER BEACH T ·H ds SAND SIZE 
NO. SLOPE SLOPE lSecs) tmm) lmm) t µm) 
1 in 2 1 in 15 1,85 120 200 200 Ho fitter - Breakwater founded directty 
on sand. 
Horizontat sea f1oor under breilkwater. 
y 2 1 in 2 1 in 15 1,85 120 200 200 Graded fitter under the breakwater. 
Horizonta t sea f1oor under breakwater. 
3 1 in 2 in 15 . 1,85 120 200 200 Graded fit te.r under the breakwater. 
Sea bed s1oping 1 in 15 under breakwater. 
4 1 in 2 in 15 1,85 ~variable variab 1.e 200 Graded fitter under breakwater. ,. 
100-200 Sea bed s1oping 1 in 15 under breakwater. 
Tida t inftuence. 
t 5 1 in 1,5 in 15 1,85 120 200 200 Graded fitter under breakwater. 
Sea bed stoping 1 in 15 under breakwater. 
6 1 in 1,5 in 15 1,85 variabte 200 200 Graded fitter under breakwater. 
~ .. ?JtG....J ~ C- .!!-,:;;.. (. '<. Sea bed s1oping 1 in 15 under breakwater. 
7 in 1, 5 in 10 1,85 120 200 200 Graded fitter under breakwater. 
Sea bed s1oping 1 in 15 under breakwater. 
8 in 1,5 in 10 1,85 120 200 200 No fitter - Breakwater.founded directty 
on sand. 
Sea bed s 1oping· 1 in 15 under breakwater. 
9 1 in 1,5 1 iii 15 1,85 120 200 200 As for Test 8 
10 in 1,5 1 in 15 1,85 120 200 200 Type 1 ptastic fitter ptaced beneath 
breakwater; 
Sea bed s1oping in 15 under breakwater. 
11 in 1,5 in 15 1,85 120 200 200 Type 2 ptastic fitter ptaced beneath 
breakwater. 
Sea bed s1oping in 15 under breakwater. 
12 in 1, 5 in 15 1,85 120 200 200 No fitters - Breakwater founded on sand. 
Sea bed stoping 1 in 15 under breakwater. 
Ftuorescent sand tracers used. 
13 in 1, 5 in 15 1,85 120 200 600 As for Test 12. 
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A P P E N D I X D 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
E X P E R I M E N T A L RESULTS 
TEST DOLOS SUBSIDENCE ~DOWNSLOPE)(mm) TRENCH DEPTH BAR HEIGHT SAND SCOUR LENGTH WAVE ENVELOPE DIMENSIONS ~mm 
NO. GREEN YELLOW RED BLUE MEAN S (mm) S (mm) SL (mm) NODE (B) LOOP (A) H. H m . l r 
------
(Average) 
90 60 25 10 46,3 85 50 850 80 144 120 32 
2 40 10 - - 12,5 65 50 775 80 130 120 25 
3 30 20 15 10 18,8 60 45 . 820 80 130 120 25 
4 35 20 20 10 21,3 45 45 635 80 130 120 2·· ) 
5 120 40 30 15 51,3 65 65 920 70 140 120 35 
. 
6 65 40 20 15 35,0 55 55 700 80 130 120 2·· ) 
(Hmax) 
50 90 80 20 
(Hmin) 
7 105 65 55 50 69,8 60 80 830 70 140 120 35 
8 95 95 95 95 95,0 60 80 1165 70 140 120 35 
9 
and 90 90 90 75 86,3 55 60 1230 80 140 120 30 
12 
-" 
13 35 35 30 20 30,0 35 
VJ 
30 450 80 140 120 30 VJ 
Note: Tests 10 and 11 res~lted in no marked trench near the structure, and relatively no armour subsidence, 
Wave characteristics are as for Tests 7 to 13. 
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A P P E N D I X E 
( 
STRAIGHT LINE EQUATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH FIGURE 28 
135. 
STRAIGHT LINE _EQUATIONS .ASSOCIATED WITH FIGURE 28 
The equations are obtained by LINEAR REGRESSION of the transform 
variables of the parameters involved; whereby S/d and t are tran~­
s 
formed into natural logs. 













Y = e or 
b = the slope of the graphs 
c = y-intercept, 
x = · tog t, e 
A = 1/ec. 
y = 0,291 to ,280 
y = 0,262 to,200 
y = 0,215 to, 303 
y = 0,244 t0,260 
y = 0' 194 to, 253 
y = 0'197 to, 430 
y = 0' 189 to, 388 
y = 0' 150 to ,480 
y = 0' 122 to, 368 
The average slope is 0,326, as shown in Equation (26.1). 
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PHOTOGRAPH CATALOGUE 
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TEST 1 before testing; side view, 
TEST 1 - after testing; side view. 
TEST 1 - before testing; front view. 
TEST 1 - after testing; front view. 
View showing scour trough and mounds. 
TEST 2 - before testing; side view. 
TEST 2 - after testing; side view. 
TEST 3 - before testing; side view. 
View showing wave uprush on sl..ope. 
View showing wave downrush on s l..ope. 
TEST 3 after testing; side view. 
TEST 4 - before testing; side view. 
TEST 4 - after testing; side view. 
TEST 5 - before testing; side view. 
TEST 5 after testing; side view. 
TEST 7 after testing; side view. 
TEST 8 after testing; side view. 
TEST 8 - view showing l..arge mound and trough, 
TEST 9 - before testing; side view. 
TEST 9 - view showing water profil..e behind 
breakwater after wave impinges on 
breakwater at beginning of test. 
TEST 9 - view, at end of test, showing water 
profil..e behind breakwater after 
passing of transmitted wave - note 
turbul..ence. 
TEST 9 - view showing distinct form of. the 
transmitted wave (after testing). 
TEST 9 - after testing; 




front view. TEST 10 
TEST 10 before testing; side view. 
TEST 10 - after testing; side view. 
TEST 11 - before testing; side view. 














TEST 11 before testing; front view.· 
TEST 11 - after testing; front view. 
TEST 11 - after testing; side view. 
TEST 11 - view showing trench in front of 
plastic fitter and anchor. 
TEST 12 after test side view atso showing 
sand tracer initial positions. 
TEST 12 - after testing; side view of mound 
TEST 12 
under uttra-viotet tight showing 
tracers. 
after testing; daylight side view 
of sand mound. 
TEST 12 - after testing; front view of a 
trench cut into the sand mound 
showing red tracers in the trench 
and yettow tracers on the edges on 
top. 
SCOUR IN~ESTIG-'TION 
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UN I VffiS ITY OF GAPE TOWN 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINAT IONS : JUNE 1976 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY la 
PAPER I 
Attempt ALL questions 
I. (a) What is meant by the standard ocean and the dynamic height 
anorPaly? 
(b) The dynamic topography of a r egion at 30°S is displayed on 
a chart on which the contours of equal dynamic heights 
above a reference level are s paced at Intervals of 0, I dyn. 
m. 
Construct a graph from which t he geostrophlc velocity of 
the relative surface current ca n be determined from the 
distance between the Isobars. Use spacings of 10, 20, 50 
and 100 km. Assume the angul a r velocity of the earth ls 
0,7 x 10-4 rad/sec. 
(25) 
2. Discuss as fully as you can t he meteorological and dynamical 
reasons why the mean near-surf ace temperatures of the coastal 
waters off Cape Town are lower In the summer than the 
winter. 
3. Assume you were asked to accompany a research ship to a 
position 30°S and 20°W In the South Atlantfc and report on 
the temperature and sal inlty in the water column. 
(a) describe the equipment and methods you would employ, 
(b) what results would you a nticipate? 
4. Write about 3 6f the fol low Ing : 
(~) Exchange coefficients, 
( b) Corio i is force, 
(c) The role of infra-red rad iation In the ~egulation 
of the sea surface tempe rature, 





UNIVERSI TY OF CAPE TOWN 
UNIVERSITY EXAM INATIONS : JU~·IE 1976 
PHYSICAL OCEANOGRAPHY la 
P~PER 2 
Time: 2 Hours 
Attempt ALL questions 
I. Outline briefly notable characteristics of the bathymetry, tides 
and currents In South African waters. (30) 
2. (a) Given the phase velocity equation C2 = ~ tanh Ckd) where 
k = ~~ , and the group velocity relation Cg = ~~, find the 
group velocity In "deep" and "shallow" water for Airy Waves. 
(b) Discuss the wave prediction problem with respect to the 
spectral formulation of Pierson and Neumann. 
3. (a) Describe the nearshore .clrculatlon system. 
(b) What factors Influence breaking waves and how are they 
classlf ied? 
(c) If q = 4H
2 
;-3y3 
is the incoming wave discharge volume per 
unit crest length calculate the longshore volume for 1 m 
wave amp I ltude, 10 second wave period, Incident at 30° to 
the beach normal. Assume y = 0.78 
4. (a) Explain h0\'1 and why the oxygen concentration changes with 
depth In the Tropical North Pacific Ocean. 
( 15) 





(b) · Account for the seasonal and diurnal variations of the carbon 
dioxide concentrations in the surface water of the oceans. 
(c) Write short notes on proces ses which control the concen-
tration of the major element s in sea water. 
(8) 
( I 5) 
UN IVERS ITY OF CAPE Tm'i~J 
UNIVE?:SITY EXr.~ -'iltil'.TIOtJS - CCTODER, 1976 
PHYS I CAL OCE/\ ~·JOGP.APHY I b ( P.OPEP I ) 
Time - T\vO ~l o urs 
~tternpt ALL questions 
I. (a) Given c dirlf';ns!onal ly consistent wave ener~y spectrum depending 
only on gravity, winds peed U, fetch X and duration T as 





= U' exp I a in th6 cc:: ncept of a fu 11 y devs I oped 111ave 
spect rum. Give the functions and sketches that describe the hi gh 
a nd low fr eque ncy e nds of this spectrum. 
(b) Explain the bas ic problems involv8d in predicting surface gravity 
waves at a given point. 
2. (a) You are given that the phase velocity of waves at the interface 
of a h 10 layered fluid obeys the e-_:iuation 
c2 = 
(p"-p')t 
p 1coth(kh 1 ) + p"coth(kh 11 ) 
(30) 
where the upper layer has density p·' and depth h ' and the lo•ver 
layer has de nsity p" and depth h". Also p'<p". By m21kin9 the 
r e levant approxi mation s deduce the pha se velocity of Internal 
waves when the depth of both layers is large compared tc one 
wavelength. If p'-p" = 10-3, cc:lculate the r atio of the vel ocity 
of the Interna l wave to that of .a surface wave of the same 
1vave 1 ength. 
(b) Expl a in Defant's classification of tidal character. The. amp I ltud es 
of some of the principal components of a tide are Oi = C\C:2m, 
r.~2 = 0,50m, K1 = 0,06rn, S2 = 0,2m. V·lhat is the nature of this tide 
and ~1hat is the mean ran0e of the spr i n ~i ti de? 
(30) . 
3. (a) Explain the terms relative, pt anet0ry, a bsolute and potentlal 
vorticity. By using the conservati on of potential vorticity 
examine the subsequent motion of a north fl0win~ current In the 
N. Hemisphere, initially at 30°N with zero relative velocity. The 
depth decreases s I 01-1 I y l n a norther I y d I rect I on. 
(b) Describe the assumptions applied to the equations of motion that 
I ead I . ...... . 
2 
lead to inertial currents. Gi ven t!1ese equations in the form 
du 
dt - f v = (\ 
dv 
dt + f u = 0 
Show that inertial currents have a const~ nt speed l)ut chang ing 
direction. 
(35) 
4. Using concepts defined in ques tion 3, show how Stomrr.el explained 
the I ntens if i cation of vi e ster n boundary currents for an ocean of 
un I form depth. 
(25) 
UN I Vt: : 'S I TY CF Cf\.PE T' ' ,t.>J,> \..If •• 
PHYS I CAL OC!::/I ~ JOGU\P HY fl' - Pf PER 2 
Tl i'lf : 2 !-:ours 
Att empt ALL Questions 
I. (a) t\ \i.Aer rr.as s of de nsity p 1 a nr:J ve lc,city V1over l it:s one c f density 
P2 at r est at lc:titude <fl. , ~; e rive an expression for t he slope {y) 
of t ha density inte rface • 
. ( b ) U~ing (a ) above derive an oxp r~ ssicn for t he ratio of t he slopes 
of the i ~op ycn2 f s ~ n ci the i soba rs. 
(c) Sketch end exp lain the lscpycn0 l distrit uti on in a S(;Ction acros s 
the Pac i f ic Equat orial un de rcurrsnt. 
2. ( n } Descri t ,? t h·:i r:J;;nar" lcs o f a ~1urric l'lr '" end sxplain its ef focts on 
the un0e rlying ~3ter. Give 8quat ions whe r e poss i b le. 
(b) Compa r e and contras t hurricanes and ext ra tropica l cycl ones. 
3. (2) l:>1ve c. rs ascned i1fo ntif icat ion of t l: e acccmp0nying vertic<JI 
sections frcm the same re ~ 1 i on cf an OCEan. 
(t;) Sf:.Et c h t he T-S d i219ra ms o f t yr i c2. I water colur:1ns on the east and 
west sides of the South Pac i fic. Expl ~ in t he outs tand in0 dif-
ference::; . 
(c) Br i 2f I y ce scr i be t he lJ roba L 1 ::o rwde of formation of :.;orth 
Pacific Intermediate Water. 
4. (a } [ s-tuarie s r:ia y be cl assifi ed ;:;ccc rding to stratif icati on. \·1hat 
diff ere;-:ces in r e '..} ir,1es ma kes t h is possll1 le? 
(L) Derive an s xpre s s i0n f rom wh ic h t he inf low from the sea to a 
ba s in can be calcul at ed i n terms of sa llniti As and evapor 3tion -





UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF APPLIED MATHEMATICS 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION: TURBULENT DIFFUSION 
Project to be completed in fulfilment of course credit requirements: 
Due date: 28th November, 1976. 
Lecturer: Professor J. Brundrit 
Question 1: 
Experimental evidence suggests that the dissipation rate is not 
evenly distributed over the volume occupied by a turbulent flow. The 
distribution of the dissipation rate appears to be intermittent, with 
large dissipation rates occupying a small volume fraction. Make a model 
of this phenomenon by assuming that all of the dissipation occurs in thin 
1 
vortex tubes (diameter T), characteristic velocity µ = [~u. u.]2 ). 
,_ l l 
What is the volume fraction occupied by these tubes? Verify if the 
approximate vorticity budget indeed holds for these vortex tubes. 
Question 2: 
A fully developed turbulent pipe flow of fluid with a Prandtl 
number equal to one is being cooled by -the addition of a small volume 
of slightly cooler fluid over a cross-section. Estimate the initial 
temperature fluctuation level. How many pipe diameters downstream are 
required before the temperature fluctuations have decayed to 1 % of 
the initial level? For the purpose of this calculation, it may be assumed 
that the mean velocity in the pi~e is approximately independent of 
position. Also, an estimation of the dissipation rate e is needed; 
it can be obtained from momentum and energy integrals for pipe flow. 
For a prescribed decrease in mean temperature in t·he pipe, should one 
increase the volume flow of coolant and reduce· the temperature difference 
or vice versa in order to reduce the temperature fluctuations? 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT .OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINA':I'ION: rnBRUARY, 19 77 
COURSE CE 511 - SEDIMENT TRANSPORTATION 
Note: This is an 'open book' examination. Scripts are to be collected 
at 5.30 p.m. on Thursday, 24th February 1977 and returned by 
9.00 a.m. on Monday, 28th February, 1'977. The attached affidavit is 
to be signed by each student on receipt of the examination script. 
1. One criterion for determining whether suspensions will be settling or 
non-settling is a particle Reynolds number of 2,0. For sand of relative 
density Ss = 2,65, indicate into which category "average" particles of 
sand, of mean particle diameter 38, 100, 250, 1000 and 2000 µmat con-
centrations of O, 10, 20 and 30%, will fall. Tabulate your results and 
show how they can be presented graphically. Hence determine for each of 
the four concentrations, the particle size which designates the boundary 
between settling and non-settling suspensions. 
(a) Compare the above results with those obtained by two other methods. 
(b) Repeat the above procedure for coal of sphericity 0,7 and 
relative density as given by Fig. 3.11. 
(c) Repeat the above procedure for iron ore assuming spherical particles 
and a relative density of 4,0. In th~s case include particles of 
size d = 2,5 mm. Assume v = 1,14 mm /s 
2. Carry out a feasibility study for transporting 10 million metric tonnes 
( 1 metric tonne = 103 kg) of iron ore of relative density 4,0, a distance 
of 600 km in a horizontal pipeline with a load factor of 95%. 
Assume the pipe roughness is constant at k = 0,06 lilil1 and the kinematic 
viscosity of water is v = 1,14 mm2/s. 
In order to carry out the feasibility study, consider five alternative 
proposals. 
(i) Assume that the ore is crushed to an average particle size of 
d = 2,5 mm and the mean drag coefficient can be taken as 
CD = 0 ,44. 
(a) Which flow regime would you consider as being feasible for 
transportation of this material and why? 
( b) Assume that the delivered volumetric concentration is C d = ?0%. 
Determine the limit deposit velocity according to Duran~ au: 
show that the pipe diameter reQuired to operate at the minimum 
energy loss is approximately 300 mm. 
(c) What is the total power reQuired per km? Compute this value 
as the average obtained by four methods. 
(d) Compare the pipe diameter obtained above with that obtained 
by another method for determining the value of the limit 
deposit velocity. 
/(ii) 
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2. (Continued) 
3. 
(ii) In order to transport the material in the pseudo homogeneous 
regime at the same rate and volumetric concentration in a 300 mm 
diameter pipe it is possible to grind--the material finer. 
(a) Determine the drag coefficient ·of the finer material if it is 
just transported as a pseudo homogeneous mixture at the same 
rate (i.e. same mixture velocity). 
(b) What is the mean particle size of this finer material? 
Assume that the analysis for spheric~l particles applies. 
Compare this result with the results obtained in (i)(c) 
above. 
(c) What is the total power requirement in this case? 
(iii) The finer material can also be transported at a lower mean mixture 
velocity as a heterogeneous suspension in the 300 mm diameter pipe. 
(iv) 
(a) What is the power requirement in this case? Assume that the 
heterogeneous mixture is transported at the minimum deposit 
velocity as determined from the Durand equation with the 
coefficient F1 = 0,95. Note that the delivered volumetric 
concentration will be greater than 20% in this case. 
The material is ground further to give a non-Newtonian suspension 
at 20% volumetric concentration. 
(a) What would the average size of particle have to be in this case? 
( b) The rheological properties as determined by means of a capillary 
tube viscometer, 3 mm in diameter and 3 m long, are as follows:-
Mass Flow (g/s) 0,848 
Pressure Drop (kN/m2) 4,0 
1,69 2,54 4,24 8,48 
7,2 10,8 16,8 36,0 
Determine the power requirement for the same flow rate as in 
schemes (i) and (ii) 
(v) Consider a pipe diameter of 500 mm with the average roughness size 
of 0,06 mm and for the same mixture flow rate and material concen-
tration as in scheme .(iv), determine the power requirement. 
Summarise the power requirements, in tabular form, for the five schemes 
considered above and comment briefly on the feasibility of scheme (v) 
as compared with the other schemes. 
Coal of size d50 = 225 µm was tested in pipeline test loops of 100 mm and 
200 mm diameters at a concentration by weight of Cw = 53%. The relative . 2 
density of the coal is 1,5 and the,kinematic viscos;i..ty of·water v = 1,14 mm /s. 
The following test results were obtained at V = 1,75 m/s:-
m 
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3. (Continued) 
The pipes were found to be hydraulically smooth. 
Determine the head loss in a 3000 mm diameter pipe at a mean mixture 
velocity of 1,75 m/s. Use three different methods of scaling and compare 
them. 
4. Ca ku late the mixture head loss in uni ts of clear fluid (water) for the 
coal described above, assuming a heterogeneous flow regime in a pseudo 
homogeneous mixture (i.e. the method of Wasp et al) in a 300 mm diameter 
pipe. Compare with the Durand equation. 
Assume that the Weltman Green equation µ 
with u = 
0 
( µ + A) e~vr applies 
0 
-3 I 1, 14 x 10 kg ms 
A = 0,000064 kg/ms 
~ = 4,29. 
' 
Ignore the effect of hindered settling of the particles. 
UNIVERSITY OF GAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
M.Sc. IN CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION : JULY 1977 
CE 525 Coastal. Hydrautics 
Att Questions may be attempted 
Constants 
.Sea water density = 1025 kg/m3 
Sea water Weight = 10 kN/~3 
Time 3 hours. 
1. A beach site has an average underwater stope of 1 in 50, and the 
beach material. is a coarse quartz sand of retative density 2,65 
and average size 1, 35 mm, the shore 'Line being es sen tia tty straight. 
Two conditions of wave attack are being considered :-
(A)swet t of 10 second period with a deep water wave height of 1,6 m 
approaching the beach with wave crests parattet to the shore tine. 
(B)as in (A) above, but with a deep water wave incidence of 35°, 
(angte between wave crest and contour) 
For case (A) make the fottowing catcutations :-
(a) the wave tength and wave ceterity in deep water. 
(b) the water depth at which the wave begins to be affected by the 
presence of the sea bed. 
(c) the wavetength, celerity and height for water depths at 10 m 
intervats between d=80 m and d=10 m, and at 1 m intervats between 
d= 10 m and d=1 m. 
(d) the water depth in which the wave breaks, the breaker type, 
and the wave height at breaking. Ignore the effe~t of wave set 
up or down. 
Ce) the deep water energy ftow. 
(f) the wave height and energy ftow in a water dept,h of 1 m. 
(g) the water rlepth in which the sand is on the point of moving. 
(h) the water depth in the which the sand is in motion but has no net 
drift. 
~ 525/1977 2 
For case (B) make the fo'L'Lowing ca'Lcutations :-




10° and 5°, and the wave heights at these depths. 
(j) the water depth and wave height under breaking conditions. 
(assume the depth at breaking is 80 per cent of the va'Lu~ 
obtained for para 'L 'Let wav·es) 
(k) the thrust on the mass of water in the surf zone, per metre 
'Length a'Long the shore.(N) 
(t) an estimate of the bu'Lk sand vo'Lume f'Low rate in m3/s 
in the a'Longshore direction. 
2. A cy'Lindricat pipe is 'Laid on the sea bed across a harbour entrance 
in 10 m of water, the pipe diameter being 0,3 m, and the axis of 
the pipe is parattet to the tocat wave crests. If the tocat wave 'Length 
is 50 m, estimate the wave period, and find the peak magnitudes 
of the vetocity and acceteration force comFonents per metre 'Length 
of pipe. Estimate the peak resuttant force in the inshore direction, 
and the timing of this in retation to the passage of the wave crest. 
The wave height is 2 m, take c0 = 1,2 and CM= 2,16 
3. (a) A steady wind of speed 15 m/s b'Lows over a fetch for a period of 
8 hours, producing a significant wave height of 1,8 mat the 
downwind end of the fetch. Estimate the fetch 'Length in km and the 
wave period. Check whether the wind duration is sufficient for this 
condition to be stab'Le and also check whether this is the futty 
arisen sea for this wind speed. 
(b) In a zero damage design catcutation for the armour protection of 
a .rubbte mound breakwater, 3 tonne and 5 tonne dotosse are 
specified for the trunk and head respectively, the stope of the 
breakwater face being cot 6 =2 .. Estimate the btock masses and 
btock heights if tetrapods had been used in the same design. 
If the design wave height was 3 m, and ~ storm causes damage of 
the order 20-30 per cent to the tetrapod scheme, estimate the 
storm wave height.( concrete density= 2245 kg/m3) 
(c) An incoming swett has crests parattet to a straight beach with 
a deep water wave height of 2 m. Estimate the horizontat force 
(per metre atong the beach) acting on the beach inside the refractio" 
zone, due to the dynamic action of the waves. 
(d) In an area where the sea bed is horizontat, and the water depth 
is 3 m, a wave has a period of 7 s, a wavetength of 38 m, and a 
wave height of 1,5 m. Estimate the drift vetocity at bed Level, 
and indicate the direction. Compare this vetocity with the 
maximum orbital vetocity at the same tevet, and indicate the 
inftuence on bed drift of a strong onshore wind. 
(e) A storm at sea generates waves with a period ran~e of 8 to 16 
seconds. The resulting swett travets towards a harbour 500 km 
away. Estimate the time interval between the arrivat of the 
shortest and longest waves, assuming deep water throughout. 
UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION NOVEMBER 1977 
CE 526 COASTAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE 
Time allowed: 2 hours Answer ALL questions 
0 P E N B 0 0 K There is a potential of 142 marks 
120 marks will be regarded as 100% 
Section 1 is to be handed in at the 
end of the first hour 
1. Answer all questions on the attached sheets, in the space provided. 
If additional space is required the answer is to be completed in an 
Examination Answ~r Book where the answer must be clearly numbered. 
2. The attached plan shows the bathymetry of False Bay to M.S.L. 
[64] 
Using this plan and annotating it if necessary, answer the following 
qu~stions,_ stating all assumptions and sources of information. 
If the wind were to blow from the North at an average speed of 100 km/hr 
estimate for a point in the vicinity of Whittle Rock: 
i) The time taken to develop a fully arisen sea 
i i) The s'ignificant wave height: H s 
i i i) The significant wave period: T s 
iv) The depth at which this wave would break 
J. If a wave recorder of the 'Wave Rider' type were to generate a 
record with the following characteristics: 
Record length = 340 seconds 
Number of 'zero-upcrossings' = 43 





i) Calculate the zero crossing period (1) 
ii) Calculate the mean crest period (1) 
iii) Calculate the spectral width parameter (1) 
iv) What type of waves are these (i.e. swell, sea, mixed etc) 
Give your reason (1) 
v) If the height of the highest crest in the record is 2,1 m* 
and the depth of the lowest trough is 1 ,9 m*calculate the 
value of H (significant wave height) (2) 
and , Hs (the 6 hour maximum) (2) 
Use the me~~~d proposed by L. Draper 1967 in his paper 'The 
Analysis and Presentation of Wave Data A Plea for Uniformity'. 










A lake of area 4 x 10 6 m2 is to be joined to the sea by a 
navigation channel with sides formed by vertical sheet piles 
driven into the sand bed. The tidal range is 1,8 m. 
What dimension would you recommend for the width of the channel 
assuming a bed depth of 2 m below M.S.L. 7 (4) 
Estimate the average outflow velocity 
If the size and grading of the sand is typical of the 
Cape Flats at what velocity would you anticipate scour 
would commence 7 
(2) 
( 1 ) 
5. Two vertical aerial photographs of the coast taken at 12 seconds 
apart are mounted in a viewer. Two adjacent wave crests 
(A and B) approaching a shallow shoreline are examined. In 
the first photograph the distacce between A and B is 127 m 
apart. In the second photograph the distance between. A and B 
is 117 m apart. The second position of A is 84 m ahead of.its 
position in the first photograph. 
a) Estimate the average wave celerity of crest A and of crest B 
during the twelve second interval (2) 
b) Assuming the water is effectively shallow, estimate the average. 
water.depth under each crest, and check that ~he assumption is 
valid. (3) 
c) Calculate the wave period for each crest 
d) To what do yoo attribute the difference in period 
e) Have these waves been generated local-ly, or at a considerable 
distance 
6. a) Explain the term 'spectral window' as applied to electro-
(2) 
(2) 
( 1 ) 
magnetic radiation in the region 0,2 to 20 micrometres (3) 
b) Explain why colour-false infrared film is particularly suitable 
for demarcating the tide line in an estuary (3) 
c) Explain wh~t is meant by the term 'spectral signature' of a 
ground material such as sand or grass; and hence explain how 
a 'classification' of a set of multi-spectral images of a 
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]. The attached plan shows contours of the sea bed at the Strand, 
near Gordons Bay. It will be seen that rocks outcrop in many 
places and provide a relatively calm area which is considered 
to have some potential for a small craft harbour and in 
particular a boat ramp. 
a) Outline briefly the investigations and work you would recommend 
to establish the feasibility of constructing a small craft 
harbour in this location (7) 
b) Identify the personnel and equipment required to undertake each 
of the investigations outlined above in (a). Estimate th~ 
time, rates and hence the cost of undertaking this work. (7) 
c) Draw on the plan provided the main features of a proposal to 
provide a small craft harbour at this location . (10) 
d) Identify the number of boats at moorings and in dryboat 
storage that can be accommodated · (3) 
e) Give a rough estimate of quantities for any harbour protection 
works (e.g. breakwaters) proposed. State any assumptions. (5) 
(32] 
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QUESTION 1 Name ...........••...••• 
1.1 The optimum orientation for the mooring of sailing craft is 
1.2 The economic adv~ntage in providing locks in a tidal harbour is in 
respect of --------------------------~-----------------------------
t~3 The optimum location for waterside fuelling facilities is 
1.4 
because 
Mintmum dredged depths in a small craft harbour are the sum of 
individual depths allowed ror the following 
typically 
-----~---------~----
USE ADDITIONAL LINES IF REQUIRED 
1.5 Detail in plan and dimension typical floating berthing to provide 

















Assuming an average overall cost of R100/m2 of floating berth deck 
area, estimate the cost of providing this berthing per boat 
r3- @ Rl 00/m = 
1.6 Give a local example of a leeshore anchorage----------------------
--------------------------------------;----------------------------
1 .7 Why is a leeshore disadvantageous to a harbour --------------------
/----------~--------------------------------------------------------
1.8 Explain the significance of providing a turning basin in the harbour 
on the Buffalo River at East London 
1.9 Explain briefly how the position of a dredger may be ascertained 
by using a sextant 
1.10 Explain what is meant by the term 1 controll ing ~epth 1 of a ha~bour 
---~---------------------------------------------------------------
(2) 
( 1 ) 





t.tt Sketch the main elements of a float type tide recorder such as is 
installed at Hout Bay 
1. 12 Explain how a 'clinometer' is used for wave recording. Identify 
the main elements of the system -----------------------------~-----
"' -----------------------------------------------·-------------------~ 
t.13 Tabulate the advantages and disadvantages of a 'clinometer' system 
as compared with a 'wave rider' system of wave measurement 
C 1 i nometer Wave Rider 





1.14 Draw the approximate form of the wave orthogonals to reach A, B, C and D 






- 5 m 
B 
- 10 m 
D 
____ __,---.....__ 
··· . ._ __ 
- 15 m --------_________ H ________ _ 
.. 20 m --------~- ·-·-·-· ·--·--·-· ·--~--- ---· 
- 25 m 
ALIGNMENT OF INCOMING WAVE CRESTS 
For the harbour entrance detailed below sketch 
I 
-·-----·-
the approximate form of 4 wave orthogonals as they enter the harbour 
3 wave crests 
c) If the gap width is equal to 1 wave length draw in a dotted line the 
location of diffracted wave heights of one half the incident wave 
height. (Refer to Fig. 2-44 in CERC Shore Protection Man0al) 
HARBOUR 
C_____________ Breakwater 









~hat is the significance of waves entering a harbour. with a period 
equal to the fundamental period of oscillation of one of the basins ? 
--------------------------------------------------------------~---- (1) 
b) Name two design features that may be incorporate~ in a harbour 
design to reduce reflection 7 --~!} ___ ~----------------------------
--------------------i~l------------~------------------------------- (2) 
c) Sketch where you would site the two features described above in l6b) 
in ~h~ basih shown below 
BASIN 
ENTRANCE 
d) Sketch sectional elevations of the two features described above 
. 1 • 17 Give an exampl~ of a situation in which it would be appropriate to 
commission: 
a) A 3-dirnensional hydraulic model -----------------------------------
------------------------------------------------------~------------
b) A 2-dimensional hydraulic model ----------------------------~------





1.18 Explain briefly the\ function of coastal sanddunes in maintaining 
the stability of a sandy coastline--------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------------------------. . 
--------·---------------------------------------------------~-------
1.19 Identify by means of annotated sketches the.procedures involved in 
implementing the following stages which might occur in the con-
struction of a jetty on a rock bed covered in a thin layer of sand. 
a) Temporary staging 
b) Airlift 
c) Placement of precast bases 
d) Placement of bearer piles 
e) Placement of concrete ~nderwater 
(3) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
(2) 
